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Abstract  

Hidden anti-predation signals describe signals that serve to prevent predation and are not 

consistently visible but only exposed transiently. These signals have evolved independently 

numerous times in taxa ranging from insects to mammals. In spite of the fact that hidden signals 

are both conspicuous and abundant, we know relatively little about their evolution and function. 

The aims of this study are to answer two fundamental questions, 1. how do hidden signals 

generate a fitness benefit, and 2. what ecological circumstances precipitate their evolution? In 

order to address these questions, I have combined custom-built computer games and 

phylogenetic character analysis. The computer games use humans as model predators and 

allowed us to simulate the deployment of hidden signals while manipulating specific parameters. 

The phylogenetic character analysis has allowed us to test whether certain morphological and 

behavioural traits are correlated with the evolution of hidden signals. By combining these two 

independent approaches we have been able to comprehensively evaluate a variety of hypotheses 

regarding the evolution of hidden signals. Chapter 1 summarizes the current knowledge of 

hidden signals. Chapter 2 describes an experimental “proof of concept”, to determine if flash 

displays can generate a survival benefit through one specific proposed mechanism, namely a 

“decoy” effect. Chapter 3 describes a phylogenetic analysis used to test whether body size (a 

well-known predictor of predation risk), is correlated with the evolution of hidden signals across 

a range of insect taxa. Chapter 4 describes an experimental test of the efficacy of startle signals 

in deterring an insect predator. Chapter 5 combines an experimental and phylogenetic evaluation 

of the implications of flight initiation distance on the anti-predation benefit of flash displays. 

Finally, in Chapter 6 I summarize my thoughts on the collective implications of my thesis work. 

Overall, I argue that hidden signals are an ecologically important adaptation that can prevent 

attacks through multiple mechanisms and may be selected for by a variety of predator taxa.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Brief introduction to hidden signals 

 

In evolutionary biology, a signal refers to a trait that has been selected for because it conveys 

information from one organism to another (Maynard-Smith & Harper 2003). Conspicuous 

signals selected in prey to inform would-be predators of their unprofitability remain among the 

most celebrated examples of animal communication. These signals include aposematism 

(warning of a defence, Poulton 1890), Batesian mimicry (an undefended organism displaying the 

aposematic signal of a defended organism, Bates 1862) and Müllerian mimicry (multiple 

defended organisms converging on a common aposematic signal, Muller 1879).  The vast 

majority of research that has so far been conducted on anti-predation signals has focused on 

signals that animals display continuously (Ruxton et al. 2018). However, there is another 

category of antipredation signals that has been relatively overlooked by evolutionary biologists, 

specifically antipredation signals that are only exposed transiently (“flash displays”, Edmunds 

1974). These transiently exposed signals can serve many of the same functions as consistently 

visible anti-predation signals. Additionally, their potential to be suddenly exposed when fleeing, 

lends them to a variety of other antipredation mechanisms.  An investigation of the antipredation 

mechanisms specific to transiently exposed signals will be the focus of this thesis. 

 

In this thesis, the umbrella term ‘hidden signal’ will be used to describe any anti-predation signal 

whose exposure can be modulated by an animal such that it is displayed transiently. In many 

flying insects (Lepidoptera, Orthoptera, Hemiptera, Phasmatodea and Mantodea), this may be 

accomplished by having a chromatic signal on the hindwings that is exposed during flight but is 

covered by forewings when the organism is at rest (Cott 1940, Edmunds 1974). Hidden signals 

can also take the form of contrasting and conspicuous bright patches on the inner thighs and 

undersides of frogs, and the conspicuous contrasting feathers of birds, that are only exposed in 

flight, as well as tail flags seen in lagomorphs and some ungulates (Caro et al. 2020, Edmunds 

1974).  
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Not all transiently hidden signals serve an antipredation function. Indeed, selection has favored 

transient visibility in numerous mate attraction signals throughout the animal kingdom. 

Examples of transiently visible mate attraction displays include the tail feathers of male peafowl 

(Phasianidae) and the conspicuous colors on the dorsal fins of male flasher wrasse (Labridae). 

Mate attraction signals may be distinguished from anti-predation signals by the following 

criteria. First, mate attraction signals are generally sexually dimorphic whereas antipredation 

signals tend not to be. Second, unlike mate attraction signals, anti-predation signals tend to be 

displayed in response to direct threat of predation, or at times of elevated predation risk 

(Edmunds 1974). In practice, distinguishing between signals that are the result of natural 

selection and those that are the result of sexual selection is often challenging and nuanced. In 

some cases, signals may function both to attract mates and deter predation, allowing both sexual 

and natural selection to operate synergistically in their evolution. One of the aims of this thesis is 

to test the extent to which natural selection has shaped the evolution of hidden signals. This will 

be accomplished by testing the degree to which the evolution of hidden signals is associated with 

predictors of predation pressure. 

 

There have been three antipredation functions for hidden signals proposed in the literature. These 

are deimatic displays (e.g. Umbers et al 2017), flash displays (e.g. Edmunds 1974) and dynamic 

color change (e.g. Murali 2018). The antipredation applications of these forms of hidden signals 

are not mutually exclusive and differentiated by behavioral aspects of how they are deployed, as 

well as their effects on predators. 

 

1.2 Brief introduction to deimatic displays 

 

Deimatic displays describe the deployment of a hidden signal while stationary in response to 

direct threat of predation (Umbers et al 2017). In some cases, deimatic displays may involve a 

chemically defended organism temporarily modulating the visibility of an aposematic signal, 

such as the conspicuous vestigial wing displays of some chemically defended phasmids and the 

hood displays seen in cobras (snakes from the genus Naja). The potential utility of a transiently 

hidden aposematic signal is intuitive. By only displaying warning colors when under direct 

threat, an organism may be able to avoid detection from both potential predators and prey, while 
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retaining the benefits of aposematism when necessary (Song et al. 2020). Intriguingly, many 

relatively undefended organisms are also known to possess deimatic displays (Edmunds 1974). 

One possible explanation for this is Batesian mimicry. In much the same way that aposematic 

organisms may benefit from concealing their signals when not in use, Batesian mimics may also 

be able to obtain a best of both world’s strategy of both crypsis and conspicuous signals (Kim et 

al. 2020). In addition to benefiting from resemblance to aposematic signals, many deimatic 

displays appear to resemble organisms that may pose a predation threat to the predators of the 

displaying organisms. Specifically, markings which resemble the eyes of predatory birds or 

snakes are seen on many deimatic displays including those of flower mantids (Mantidea), snake 

mimicking caterpillars of the genus Hemeroplanes (Sphingidae) and frogs of the genus 

Pleurodema (Edmunds 1974). In addition to the possible advantages of not displaying a 

conspicuous signal continuously, the effect of transiently visible eyespots may be enhanced by 

their sudden exposure. In fact, the sudden exposure of any conspicuous signal, even those that do 

not directly resemble specific threatening stimuli may generate a fitness benefit by startling a 

predator enough to buy time for escape (Kang et al 2017). This supposition is supported by the 

fact that selection has favored deimatic displays that do not appear to be mimetic in a number of 

unprotected organisms - most notably mantodea (Edmunds 1974). 

 

Although, as stated above, the majority of research on antipredation signals has focused on those 

that are consistently visible, there have been a number of advances in our understanding of 

deimatic displays. Sargent (1978) for example, suggested and found some evidence that predator 

habituation may select for chromatic diversity in sympatric deimatic displays. More recently, 

Umbers & Mappes (2015) found that naïve avian predators are more deterred by deimatic 

displays than those that have prior experience with such defenses. Kang et al. (2017) found that 

relatively large body size is necessary for putative deimatic displays in lepidoptera to effectively 

deter avian predators. Additionally, Kang et al. (2017) found that large erebidae moths are more 

likely to evolve contrasting hindwings compared to their smaller counterparts. The underlying 

mechanism that has resulted in large Erebidae moths being disproportionately prone to evolve 

deimatic displays is likely not specific to this group. The extent to which body size predicts the 

evolution of deimatic displays across insect taxa has yet to be tested. Likewise, experimental 

tests of the antipredation efficacy of deimatic displays has largely focused on avian predators. 
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The capacity of deimatic displays (including eyespots) to deter ecologically relevant non-avian 

predators remains largely unknown (but see Prudic et al. 2015). 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Examples of deimatic displays, Iris oratoria left, Arctia caja right. 

 

1.3 Brief introduction to flash displays 

 

 Flash displays describe the sudden deployment of a hidden signal while fleeing, followed by the 

synchronized disappearance of the hidden signal and the cessation of movement (Edmunds 

1974). Putative flash displays are taxonomically widespread. Examples include the tail flags of 

many Artiodactylas, the conspicuous hindwings seen in numerous insects, as well as conspicuous 

patches on the inner thighs of many hylid frogs and the rump patches of many birds that are only 

displayed when in flight. Like deimatic displays, flash displays may allow a chemically defended 

or mimetic organism to gain the benefit of both crypsis and conspicuous signals. This may be 

particularly advantageous while in motion because movement necessitates the abandonment of 

crypsis leaving an organism without a backup defense relatively vulnerable (Hall et al. 2013). 

The sudden disappearance of a flash display at the cessation of movement may function to 

confuse the predator as to the prey’s resting appearance (with its flash display hidden), making 

detection more difficult (Cott 1940, Edmunds 1974, Loeffler-Henry et al. 2015).  The presence 

of putative novel flash displays in numerus unprotected organisms suggests that flash displays do 

convey some fitness benefits beyond simply transient aposematism and mimicry. 

 

Compared to deimatic displays, the literature on flash displays is relatively sparse. Naturalists 

and evolutionary biologists have speculated about the function of flash displays since at least 
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1940 (Cott 1940).  However as noted above, prior to work in this thesis, evidence of the adaptive 

significance of flash displays has remained elusive.  Palleroni et al. (2005) found that pigeons 

with transiently visible conspicuous rump patches where less likely to be captured by falcons. 

However, the benefit appears to only be present when pigeons are in midflight suggesting a 

different mechanism from flash displays (Murali 2018). Establishing a “proof of concept” that 

flash displays can provide an anti-predation benefit is a prerequisite for further research on this 

topic. Once a “proof of concept” is established, outstanding questions about flash displays will 

include the following: What is the mechanism that causes them to yield an anti-predation 

benefit? Why, if they are effective in preventing attacks, are they selected for in some species but 

not others? And to what extent does their adaptive significance overlap with that of deimatic 

displays?   

 

 
Figure 1.2 An example of a flash display Oedipoda caerulescens, cryptic resting appearance left, 

conspicuous appearance when in-flight right. 

 

1.4 Brief introduction to dynamic color change 

 

Recently it has been found that by rapidly alternating between two contrasting colors while in 

motion an organism may hinder capture attempts (Murali 2018, Murali et al. 2019, Murali & 

Kodandaramaiah 2020). This mechanism has been postulated to result from the flash lag affect 

(Murali 2018, Nijhawan 2002). Notably a number of taxa (birds and insects with hidden 

contrasting signals) with putative flash displays have also been proposed to benefit from 

dynamic color change (Murali 2018, Cott 1940). While similar to the decoy function of flash 

displays, these two mechanisms may operate independently from one another. This is because 

the benefit of dynamic color change occurs while the prey is in motion, whereas the decoy 
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function of flash displays is postulated to reduce the probability of capture after the prey has 

settled.  

 

1.5 Thesis overview 

 

The primary aim of my doctoral work was to answer two fundamental questions, 1. how do 

hidden signals generate a fitness benefit, and 2. what ecological circumstances are associated 

with their evolution? In order to address these questions, I have combined custom-built computer 

games and phylogenetic character analysis. The computer games that use humans as model 

predators have allowed us to simulate hidden signals while manipulating specific variables. The 

phylogenetic character analysis has allowed us to evaluate and test specific null hypotheses as to 

what ecological circumstances are associated with the evolution of flash displays. By combining 

these two complementary approaches, I have been able to evaluate a variety of hypotheses 

regarding the evolution of flash displays. First and foremost, I simply wished to test whether 

flash displays are capable of yielding a survival benefit for the reasons postulated. 

 

Having tested whether flash displays can confer a “survival” benefit to computer generated prey, 

I next tested the hypothesis that elevated predation pressure is correlated with the evolution of 

flash displays and deimatic displays. In insects, large body size is associated with increased risk 

of predation. This is because large insects are inherently more conspicuous and offer predators a 

greater caloric reward (Mänd et al, 2007).  Therefore, I tested whether the evolution of hidden 

signals is correlated with body size in insects 

 

Behavioral experiments suggest that selection from avian predators has contributed to the 

evolution of hidden signals. However, questions remain. In particular, it is unclear whether insect 

predators are deterred by deimatic displays, whether hidden or permanently displayed. Here I test 

whether predation by mantids is in any way inhibited when prey have permanently displayed 

eyespots.   

 

 Finally, it is unclear if the mechanism that drives the anti-predation benefit of flash displays is a 

visual illusion like the flash lag effect, analogous to dynamic color change, or the decoy effect, a 
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cognitive illusion, as proposed by Cott (1940). To test if the decoy effect plays a role in the anti-

predation benefit of flash displays it is necessary to establish if the predator’s ignorance of the 

preys resting color influences the antipredation benefit experienced by flashing prey?  

 

This thesis will be concluded with a discussion in which I will summarize my thoughts on the 

collective implications of the previous 4 data chapters and some notes on possible future 

directions of hidden signal research. 
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2.1 Abstract 

 

Flash behavior, in which otherwise cryptic prey exhibit conspicuous coloration or noise when fleeing 

from potential predators, has been postulated to hinder location of prey once they become stationary. 

Here, using artificial computer-generated prey and humans as visual predators, we show that human 

subjects are more likely to abandon their search for prey that flash, compared to continuously cryptic 

fleeing controls. Survivorship of flashing prey was an additional 20% higher than the survivorship of 

continuously cryptic prey, depending on the background against which it was depicted. This 

survivorship advantage was consistent regardless of whether prey showed flash colors continuously 

or intermittently during flight. The advantage over continuously cryptic prey was highest when the 

flashing prey was presented first. Likewise, the more search areas containing no prey that the 

volunteers had initially viewed, the more likely they were to give up when there was a cryptic prey 

present. Collectively, these 3 findings indicate that volunteers inferred the flashing prey was absent 

from the search area when they failed to see a prey in the same form as they saw it move. Our results 

demonstrate first proof of concept: flash behavior, widely seen in taxa from insects to mammals, is 

an effective antipredator escape mechanism. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Flash behavior describes the way in which an otherwise cryptic prey suddenly reveals a 

conspicuous patch of color or emits noise during movement after disturbance and then hides the 

patch or ceases to make a sound on stopping (Cott 1940; Edmunds 1974; Edmunds 2008). 

Examples of patches of color that are only displayed when fleeing include the bright hindwings 

(underwings) of noctuid and sphingid moths, and the proximal portions of the hindwings of 

cicadas (Hemiptera), grasshoppers (Orthoptera), and stick insects (Phasmatodea) (Cott 

1940; Edmunds 1974). Such insects are cryptic at rest, but conspicuous in flight. Before flight 

and shortly after coming to rest following escape, these individuals fold their brightly colored 

hindwings beneath their cryptic forewings. Flash behavior exhibited during movement is also 

seen in many vertebrate taxa including frogs (Williams et al. 2000), some even-toed ungulates 

(Artiodactyla) (Caro et al. 2004) and rabbits and hares (Leporidae) (Stoner et al. 2003). 

At present, the adaptive significance of this putative antipredator defense is unknown. Cott 

(1940) noted that it seems “to confuse or misdirect an enemy in the pursuit of prey” (p. 376), 

stressing that it is the “sudden disappearance of color combined with the equally sudden 

suspension of movement which tends to mislead the eye and to render the animal’s exact 

whereabouts on alighting all the more difficult to detect”. Edmunds (1974) similarly suggested 

that the predator “may be caused to hesitate by the sudden movement and appearance of the 

bright color ... and it may follow this color and be deceived by its sudden disappearance into 

assuming the prey has vanished whereas in reality the prey has come to rest in its normal cryptic 

posture with the colored structures hidden.” As such, flash colors could serve to initially startle a 

would-be predator while the prey is on the move and/or hinder the predator’s search if it follows 

the color rather than the organism (Edmunds 2008). These hypotheses are entirely plausible, but, 

as yet as far as we are aware, there is no evidence that flash behavior has evolved for these 

reasons. Here, we conduct experiments to test the second component of the above explanations, 

namely that flash behavior hinders subsequent search for potential prey. 

Before describing the experiments, we first need to clarify precisely what we mean by flash 

behavior because it has been used rather broadly to represent almost any conspicuous display of 

color. Naturally, we focus here on the role of flash color as an anti-predator defense, rather than 

for mate attraction (see for example Lloyd 1971; Schultz and Fincke 2009; Ballantyne and 
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Lambkin 2013). In that context, flash coloration is a term that has been used to describe startle 

(“deimatic”) displays produced by stationary organisms in response to the approach or contact by 

a predator, thereby slowing or halting attack (Umbers and Mappes 2015; Kang et al. 

2016; Umbers et al. 2017). While the sudden appearance of something previously hidden could 

serve to intimidate or distract predators, whether the prey is stationary or mobile (Olofsson et al. 

2012; Kang et al. 2017), the second hypothesized protective mechanism associated with flash 

behavior is different: it involves hindering subsequent search for previously mobile prey. By 

contrast, deimatic displays do not involve a search-hindering affect. Flash coloration is 

occasionally used to refer to conspicuous signals that are easily seen during flight, such as the 

black flank stripe of the Thomson’s gazelle Eudorcas thomsoniii, thought to amplify stotting, 

thus informing the predator that the prey is difficult to catch (Caro and Stankowich 2010). 

However, the signal is not hidden once the prey has stopped, so it is unlikely to have evolved to 

hinder search, and we do not consider this further. 

Flash coloration in mobile prey has 2 forms: a continuous display of a conspicuous patch during 

flight, or an intermittent display. Continuous flash behavior has been described in many taxa 

including cryptic Herennia ornatissima spiders showing their red ventrum while descending 

rapidly on a thread from their webs (Anonymous 1945), in Oedipoda grasshoppers showing 

bright red lateral surfaces as they fly away from a disturbance (Edmunds 2008), in dull colored 

shorebirds showing their white backs, rumps or tails when fleeing en masse (Del Brooke 1998), 

and in white-tailed deer Oedicolus virginianus tail-flagging (Caro et al. 1995). Intermittent 

flashing is seen in some lepidoptera as they beat their wings (Edmunds 2008) and in some 

leporids such as the black-tailed jackrabbit Lepus californicus showing its black tail during flight 

(Kamler and Ballard 2006). Whether continuous and intermittent flashes serve different 

functions is unclear, so our experiments investigated the properties of both forms of display. 

Flash colors could protect the prey by affecting predator psychology. As Cott (1940) 

and Edmunds (2008) suggested, flash colors displayed during movement may deceive visual 

predators about the subsequent location of the prey at rest. Additionally (or alternatively), flash 

colors may confuse predators about the resting colors of prey. Because fleeing prey allow 

predators to observe the prey momentarily, predators may formulate a transient “search image” 

based on flash colors (Tinbergen 1960; Langley 1996), although strictly speaking search image 
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formation applies only to cryptic prey (Lawrence and Allen 1983). It is possible that flash colors 

are the most salient feature of prey during fleeing, thus making predators perceive prey to be of a 

completely different color than their resting color. If true, predators will be more likely to give 

up their search for prey that have exhibited flash behavior than those that have not, believing 

them to have fled the scene if they do not readily detect them. In this study, we used computer-

generated artificial prey and humans as visual predators, which is a useful and convenient system 

to test the adaptive significance of animal coloration, and specifically to test the hypothesis that 

flash behavior causes predators to abandon search for cryptic prey. 

2.3 Methods 

We recruited anonymous human volunteers and evaluated the responses of each participant to 

flash behavior using a custom-built computer-based game. Our volunteers were visitors (largely 

undergraduates) to the University Centre at Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada and both 

experiments were conducted from May to July 2017. Games were presented on a 23” LCD 

monitor (Dell ST-2310f). Prior to testing, we showed each participant a tutorial video about the 

game, but details of the hypothesis were not disclosed. Each game had 2 phases, namely “prey 

escape” and “search.” Once each participant understood the nature of the game and was ready to 

play, the game was started. 

At the start of the prey escape phase, a single square prey item (375 × 375 twips, with the 

number of pixels = twips/15) of given color was placed at a random position on a complex 

background image (grass or sand, dimensions 8172 × 16,764 twips, Figure 2.1). When a 

participant moved the mouse pointer on the background image within 20,000 twips of the prey 

(hence any movement of the mouse pointer into the background image), the prey moved to 

escape. Escape was to either the left or right side of the screen (whichever was the furthest to 

move). Prey movement was simulated as a directed random walk comprising of a rapid sequence 

of discrete steps in randomly drawn directions taken from a given distribution. The step size of 

the prey throughout was 600 twips, the step angle was chosen at random from an even 

distribution within ± 45° from the horizontal, and the duration of wait before new step was 30 

ms. 
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Figure  2.1 The prey (here shown together, although note that they were presented alone and in 

pseudo-random sequence to volunteers) displayed against the (a) grass and (b) sandy background. 

Individual prey were either cyan, magenta, blue, green, yellow, cryptic or red in color (left to right). 

Cryptic prey were presented only in the final 2 trials after presenting the prey with fixed conspicuous 

colors. These cryptic prey either kept their cryptic color when they moved, or they flashed red as they 

moved. Cryptic prey presented against the grass background had an red, green, blue values of each 

pixel (RGB) of (73, 151, 19) and an RGB of (192, 156, 111) when presented against a sand 

background. 

 

The prey (here shown together, although note that they were presented alone and in pseudo-

random sequence to volunteers) displayed against the (a) grass and (b) sandy background. 

Individual prey were either cyan, magenta, blue, green, yellow, cryptic or red in color (left to 
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right). Cryptic prey were presented only in the final 2 trials after presenting the prey with fixed 

conspicuous colors. These cryptic prey either kept their cryptic color when they moved, or they 

flashed red as they moved. Cryptic prey presented against the grass background had an red, 

green, blue values of each pixel (RGB) of (73, 151, 19) and an RGB of (192, 156, 111) when 

presented against a sand background. 

 

These parameter settings allowed the participant to observe the retreating prey for 1–2 s, 

depending on its starting position. Following the “escape” of prey, volunteers were asked to click 

a follow button, after which the search phase began. During search phase, the volunteers were 

shown an inverted version of the same background screen (to prevent prey being revealed 

through the contrasting otherwise identical images), with the same prey present at a new random 

location. The volunteers were asked to find the escaped prey and click on it (generating a 

pleasant sound and happy face when complete). In this phase, volunteers had 2 options: moving 

the mouse to the prey and clicking directly on it, or pressing a “give up” button to move on to the 

next prey if they could not find it (inferring that no prey was present in the screen). 

Training and general experimental procedure 

We presented 8 preys sequentially to each participant. The first 6 were considered as training 

prey and each of these was colored differently (magenta, cyan, red, green, yellow, and blue; 

see Figure 2.1), conspicuous against the grass or sand background and presented in a random 

order. The grass background was of lush green grass while the sandy background showed grains 

of light brown sand with tiny pebbles scattered on it. The grass background image was readily 

discriminable from the conspicuous green colored prey used in the training sessions. Crucially, 

all of these prey maintained the same color while moving (escape phase) and when sedentary 

(search phase). 

For the first 6 prey types, there was a 25% probability that the prey would not be present in the 

search phase (i.e., the second screen). We used these blank “duds” in order to get the volunteers 

used to the fact that there can sometimes be no prey in a search screen after it had escaped 

(mimicking a rabbit disappearing down a hole, for example). When the prey was absent from the 

search screen, volunteers would inevitably press the “give up” button and the same color trial 

was entered again into the list of prey that had not yet been attacked, so that it could be presented 
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again (in a random sequence of prey not yet searched for). See Supplementary Video S1 for a 

sample video. 

After all 6 training prey were eventually attacked, volunteers were each presented with 2 

treatment prey: a cryptic prey with continuous flash when it moved (continuous flash, CF) and a 

cryptic prey without flash when it moved (cryptic throughout, CR). The color of cryptic prey had 

mean R, G, and B values of the background image (Wyszecki and Stiles 1982), making it 

relatively hard to detect because of the background color matching between prey and background 

(Merilaita and Stevens 2011). CR prey displayed the cryptic color both when sedentary and 

when moving. CF prey showed the same cryptic color when sedentary, but exhibited a red color 

while moving; red is a common flash color found in insect prey thought to exhibit flash behavior 

(Edmunds 2008). CR prey were presented prior to CF prey for half of the volunteers and the 

order was reversed for the other half. The prey was always present in the search phase. 

To test whether the results could be generalized across different background types, the 

experiment was repeated twice, once with a grass and once with a sandy background. Following 

the experiment, a noncomprehensive red/green color-blindness test was performed. Data from 

volunteers who demonstrated signs of color blindness (n = 5) were excluded from analysis. For 

each training and test image shown to each volunteer that was present on the search screen, we 

recorded 1) a binary response whether the participant attacked the prey or clicked the “give up” 

button and so moved on to the next image without finding the prey, and 2) the time spent on each 

image until either they detected the prey (detection time) or gave up searching (giving up time). 

There was no maximum cut-off time. A total of 120 volunteers judged to be non-color blind 

were tested (60 for each background). Each volunteer experienced only one type of background. 

Experiment 2: Intermittently flashing prey versus cryptic prey 

In this experiment, we tested whether intermittently displayed flash (hereafter, IF) color could 

increase survivorship of the prey. All conditions remained the same as in Experiment 1, except 

that we changed the nature of the flash behavior. Whenever a prey with flash behavior moved on 

the screen its color flickered (flickering rates: mean of 16.7 changes/seconds) between red and 

cryptic colors by randomly selecting red or cryptic at each step in the rapid random walk rather 

https://oup.silverchair-cdn.com/oup/backfile/Content_public/Journal/beheco/29/3/10.1093_beheco_ary030/1/ary030_suppl_video-s1.mp4?Expires=1626353399&Signature=YVqMmeJTU8-hRFqA3505oYiucl2lQjAcdXHFb3EKYz~XQS~y9OnOIKp1PUB~VNTMzOI80fwei4SIaOpelwJ-3rVcrOTzL~3PR7ksh6nM6WJYH4dMOuooR5oB~eJKzT8pxXOXiy2oMW7JwNvvh5pSfqnY-IwPzJSfgvx7dORZc2dwukUY7ESu2Jq910~3WOQT4BFFuU2QO90mqnSAEqp79Dww71JKY9Oi5dBYBs5VDQvx5E1MNhrLuQDGGO0oF~u5mR9eYyyBPg5TAd9VQULMXSnhswa7JBI68UPp~y6zMStnU3Ck8DX7NAs7tELKzaq1u5mnxeKJcivbUbjJNEMlow__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAIE5G5CRDK6RD3PGA
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than constantly showing red color. Again, we tested 120 volunteers for this experiment (60 for 

each background). 

Data analysis 

In both experiments, our primary goal was to test whether cryptic prey with flash behavior had a 

survival advantage over cryptic prey without flash behavior. To test this, we fitted generalized 

(and general) linear mixed models to the data and compared 1) prey survivorship (binary 

response) and 2) prey searching time of volunteers hunting for cryptic and flashing prey 

(continuous response). The search time has 2 different endpoints: it indicates the time taken to 

detect the prey when the prey was detected (detection time) and it indicates the time taken until 

the volunteer gave up looking for the prey if the prey was not detected (giving up time). Thus, 

we separately analyzed detection time and giving up time. In each case, the search time response 

was log transformed to meet the assumptions of the fitted general linear model. 

For Experiment 1, we treated prey type (CR or CF), background type (grass or sand), and the 

interaction between these 2 main effects as explanatory variables. We also included 1) the order 

of presentation of CR and CF as a fixed effect to control for any effect of presentation order, and 

2) the interaction between presentation order and our color treatment as predictors, since the 

order that prey appeared first could have influenced the volunteers’ performance in finding prey. 

Since “duds” appeared stochastically in the training, the number of “duds” that occurred during a 

trial varied among volunteers ranging from 0 to 9 duds (on average, volunteers experienced 1.9 

duds while 19.1% of the tested individuals did not experience any duds). To estimate and control 

for any effect of duds, we additionally included the number of duds that appeared for each 

participant in the training sequence as a covariate. To account for possible differences among 

human volunteers, and ensure independence, the volunteer was treated as a random effect. The 

analysis of Experiment 2 proceeded in the same way, with prey type treatments now being CR 

and IF (intermittent flash). 

To compare the effectiveness of CF prey with IF prey in reducing predation between 

experiments, we fitted 2 separate models using 1) survivorship (binomial), 2) giving up time 

(continuous), and 3) detection time (continuous) as response variables respectively (only one 

observation for each human was used in each analysis, so a random effect was not necessary to 
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control for independence). Prey type (CF vs. IF), background type, the order of the presentation 

(whether flashing prey was presented prior to or after cryptic prey in each experiment), number 

of duds, and the interaction between background and prey type were included as explanatory 

variables. In all results, we present the model with the lowest Akaike Information Criterion 

(AIC) among competing candidate models. The analysis of deviance table for each analysis is 

shown in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. All the analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team 

2017) using “lme4” package (Bates et al. 2015). 

2.4 Results 

Experiment 1: Continuously flashing prey versus cryptic prey 

Survivorship of the CF prey was on average 19% higher than CR prey (Figure 2.2 a, χ2
1 = 

10.55, P = 0.001), and the overall survivorship of prey was significantly higher on a grass 

background than on a sandy background (Figure 2.2a, χ2
1 = 6.78, P = 0.009). We also found a 

significant interaction effect between background and prey type (Figure 2.2a, χ2
1 = 25.63, P < 

0.001) in that the survivorship advantage of the continuously flashing prey was stronger against 

grass compared to the sandy background. The overall trend of CF prey surviving better than CR 

prey was consistent between the 2 backgrounds. Interestingly, however, presentation order had a 

significant effect on prey survivorship (order effect, χ2
1 = 25.42, P < 0.001) and survivorship of 

CF prey higher when they were presented prior to CR prey rather than presented later (treatment 

× order interaction, χ2
1 = 5.09, P = 0.02). Volunteers were less likely to detect the prey as they 

experienced a greater number of duds (χ2
1 = 9.36, P = 0.002). 

https://oup.silverchair-cdn.com/oup/backfile/Content_public/Journal/beheco/29/3/10.1093_beheco_ary030/1/ary030_suppl_supplement_material.docx?Expires=1626353399&Signature=ZtIeBRt4lpFd3-3QBU1EhhWj0OkQFzMcd7j-r3gSWU3rECWaSoYiVEl3ETt4KdzAajNPHFzi4UT~yaHZXnbITF2uewTtQEhSiD8uFnK0yLL5MARG7sGEM3VzJVMKALWQ2J6JhE8OiyQd9raDWcbfU37mpyWub7qMKbYcBRAxd~CgFfbwqyCR4TYpO5GxNlKuKNzFLF1vHX0aLOHe5lbyzGgq5s5PJqqfOi9~nN2w2eWGkifh3eHwU0UU~WgsolQ7xXTwYfnkXCYqf12Gs-PFYPam00eK28ipb7K8zQvw8F8mSxW-MeXuewj-bErszDrky6surVNYg112yIOxCFY47w__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAIE5G5CRDK6RD3PGA
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Figure 2.2 Comparisons of the survivorship of cryptic prey and flashing prey when presented 

against 2 different backgrounds (grass and sand). (a) shows the comparison between cryptic prey 

and continuously flashing prey in Experiment 1 while (b) shows the comparison between cryptic 

prey and intermittently flashing prey in Experiment 2. Bars represent the mean survivorships and 

error bars represent Wilson binomial 95% confidence intervals. CR = cryptic prey; CF = 

continuously flashing prey; IF = intermittently flashing prey. 

 
For those prey that were eventually detected, we found no effect of prey type (CF or CR) on 

detection time (Figure 2.3, χ2
1 = 0.81, P = 0.37), but volunteers spent longer trying to find prey on 
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grass than on a sandy background (χ2
1 = 5.88, P = 0.02). We found no interaction effect between prey 

type and background type on detection time (χ2
1 = 0.27, P = 0.60), and no effect of presentation order 

effect (χ2
1 = 0.25, P = 0.62) nor an interaction between order and treatment (χ2

1 = 0.54, P = 0.46). 

The number of duds volunteers experienced did not affect detection time (χ2
1 = 0.001, P = 0.97). 

 

 

Figure 2.3 The log transformed detection time (when the prey was found) and giving up time 

(when volunteers stopped looking, inferring the prey was not present in the scene) for cryptic 

prey and continuously flashing prey in Experiment 1. Bars and error bars represent mean and 

standard error of the mean. CR = cryptic prey; CF = continuously flashing prey. 

 

On the other hand, the giving up time was shorter for CF prey in comparison to CR prey 

(Figure2.3, χ2
1 = 9.92, P = 0.002) and shorter on grass than on the sandy background (χ2

1 = 

13.15, P < 0.001). The giving up time was also shorter for whichever prey was presented later 

(order effect: χ2
1 = 4.76, P = 0.03). We found no effect of the interaction between background 

and prey type on giving up time (χ2
1 = 0.88, P = 0.35) nor evidence of an interaction between 

presentation order and treatment (χ2
1 = 0.30, P = 0.58). For volunteers who experienced a greater 

frequency of duds, they gave up finding the prey earlier (χ2
1 = 13.95, P < 0.001). 
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Experiment 2: Intermittently flashing prey versus cryptic prey 

Survivorship of IF prey was on average 23% higher than cryptic (CR) prey (Figure 2.2b, χ2
1 = 

13.44, P < 0.001), but here we found no effect of background type (χ2
1 = 1.69, P = 0.19) and 

there was no evidence of an interaction between background and prey type (χ2
1 = 0.99, P = 0.32) 

on prey survivorship. As before, the survivorship of both CR and IF prey were higher when they 

were presented prior to the other (χ2
1 = 5.38, P = 0.02), but we did not find significant effects of 

either the interaction between presentation order and treatment (χ2
1 = 1.74, P = 0.19) nor the 

number of duds experienced (χ2
1 = 1.83, P = 0.18). 

In terms of search time, we did not find any effects of our explanatory variables on both 

detection time (all P > 0.3) and giving up time (all P > 0.07) except that volunteers gave up 

finding the prey earlier when they experienced more duds (χ2
1 = 9.39, P = 0.002). 

 

Continuously flashing prey versus intermittently flashing prey 

We found no effect of flash type (χ2
1 = 3.27, P = 0.07) nor an interaction between flash type and 

background (χ2
1 = 2.19, P = 0.13) on prey survivorship, although there was a trend showing that 

prey survived better on grass background than on the sandy background overall (χ2
1 = 7.08, P = 

0.007). In both CF and IF prey, survivorship was higher when prey were presented before cryptic 

prey (order effect: χ2
1 = 17.41, P < 0.001). Prey survivorship was higher when volunteers 

experienced a greater number of duds for both CF and IF prey (χ2
1 = 8.02, P = 0.005). 

In terms of searching time, we found no effects of background type, flashing type, the interaction 

between background and flashing type, and presentation order on either detection time or giving 

up time (all P > 0.06) except that volunteers gave up earlier (χ2
1 = 35.10, P < 0.001) and detected 

prey earlier (χ2
1 = 5.84, P = 0.02) as they experienced a greater number of duds 

2.5 Discussion 

Our results demonstrate that flash behavior gives artificial prey a survival advantage of 

approximately 20% (a ~0.2 increase in survivorship, depending on the background) compared to 

cryptic fleeing prey, whether the prey flashes continuously or intermittently. A related benefit of 
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flash behavior is that human predators gave up searching for retreating prey that continually 

flashed earlier than for prey that remained cryptic throughout. This suggests that expectations of 

finding a prey that exhibited conspicuous colors previously were lower than if the prey had 

remained cryptic. However, we found no differences in the detection time between prey that 

were cryptic throughout and cryptic prey that flashed when they escaped. Our results collectively 

support the hypothesis that flash behavior protects the prey by sending “false information” about 

the prey’s resting color (see also our analyses of the effects of duds below). 

In relation to the background effect, grass backgrounds appeared to be difficult habitats in which 

to locate prey based on overall longer detection times and higher prey survivorship than on the 

sandy background. However, the background effect is only apparent for the continuously 

flashing prey, yet we found no differences in detection times or prey survivorship between the 2 

backgrounds for intermittently flashing prey. This implies that visual background might have 

affected the evolution of different flashing types. 

Conspicuousness of flash colors might play a role in the observed decrease in giving up time in 

the experiment 1. Visual predators adaptively modify their search rate (i.e., the time spent 

looking for a given prey in a background) based on prey crypticity: if prey are more cryptic, 

predators spend more time focusing in a given area to find prey (Smith 1974; Gendron 1986). 

Our finding that human volunteers gave up earlier when searching for flashing prey, compared to 

when searching for cryptic prey, is consistent with the idea that flash behavior leads predators to 

anticipate conspicuous prey, and therefore spend less time searching for flashing prey. This 

effect consequently increases the flash-displaying prey’s probability of survival (but note here 

that we could not find the same effect for intermittent flash colors). Nevertheless, the observation 

that intermittently and continuously flashing prey derived similar survivorship benefits suggests 

that it is not the on-and-off nature of the signal per se but its suppression in conjunction with 

ceasing movement that is key to being effective. 

Our findings using human volunteers indicate that exhibiting conspicuous colors during flight 

either continuously or intermittently and then returning to crypsis on stopping or alighting 

provides clear antipredator benefits just as Cott (1940) and Edmunds (1974) anticipated. The 

mechanism(s) by which flash behavior increases survivorship seems to be that conspicuousness 
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sets up an expectation that the prey will be conspicuous and therefore makes it more difficult to 

locate the now cryptic prey. There is some evidence that the expectations of our volunteers did 

indeed shape the survival of prey they search for. In particular, the survival advantage of both 

continuously and intermittently flashing prey was higher as human volunteers experienced more 

“duds” in their search phase. In effect, if the volunteers were used to finding prey all the time (an 

unlikely phenomenon in nature) then they would be more liable to continue until they found one. 

This interpretation is further supported by the evidence for an effect of presentation order on 

survivorship: when flashing prey were seen before cryptic prey then their survivorship was 

substantially higher because subjects were less aware that such prey could be highly cryptic. 

Therefore 3 sources of evidence, our 20% improved survival, the importance of expectations 

produced by duds, and presentation order, together suggest that the predator expectations of what 

to find once the prey had settled were influenced by flash behavior. Our findings suggest that 

flash displaying prey may have evolved in situations in which 1) predators do not spend a long 

time in one spot to find a prey, and 2) predators search in complex environments where prey are 

more difficult to find (Dimitrova and Merilaita 2009). 

An alternative or additional reason why flash behavior results in higher survivorship is that the 

predator may expect to see the animal continuing on its obvious trajectory and search ahead of 

where the prey has alighted. Given the discrete nature of our screen shots for fleeing and settling, 

this was not tested, however. Finally, as suggested by Edmunds (2008), it is possible that the 

color patch may be followed rather than the outline of the prey, making it difficult to discern its 

outline at rest. 

The observation that flash behavior has greater advantages on backgrounds where prey are 

overall hardest to detect is not surprising—if prey camouflage is poor, then such prey would be 

detected whether or not they flash during escape. As such, flash behavior may be more likely to 

evolve in particular habitats where crypsis is likely to be effective. Edmunds (1974) also 

proposed that flash behavior is more likely to evolve in species which lack the stamina for a long 

chase after all if a prospective prey item could flee the vicinity entirely, then its appearance on 

retreat would be immaterial.  Species that face selection from relatively fast and agile predators 

may also be more likely to evolve flash displays. This is because if the probability of out pacing 
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a predator is low, alternative escape adaptations are likely to be particularly advantageous.  

Comparative analyses could explore these propositions. 

While our experiments have focused on elucidating the possible role of flash behavior in 

hindering subsequent detection, there may be other benefits. In particular, anecdotal evidence 

suggests that escape mimicry occurs in some insect taxa, for example, the flight of the 

grasshopper Arphia conspersa mimics that of the palatable but difficult to catch pierid 

butterfly Colias eurytheme (see Balgooyen 1997). Likewise, it is possible that flash behavior has 

intimidatory and confusion effects, not dissimilar to deimatic displays in stationary prey. At 

present, however, our data show for the first time, that flash behavior can hinder predator search 

in a manner suggested by early scholars of anti-predator defenses. Displays may well exploit a 

conspicuous illusion to lower the probability of detection. Despite this advance, flash behavior 

continues to constitute a widespread yet largely unexplored antipredator defense. 
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3.1 Abstract 

While there have been a number of recent advances in our understanding of the evolution of 

animal color patterns, much of this work has focused on color patterns that are constantly 

displayed. How- ever, some animals hide functional color signals and display them only 

transiently through behavioral displays. These displays are widely employed as a secondary 

defense following detection when fleeing (flash display) or when stationary (deimatic display). 

Yet if displays of hidden colors are so effective in deterring predation, why have not all species 

evolved them? An earlier study suggested that the hidden antipredatory color signals in insects 

are more likely to have evolved in species with large size because either (or both) (i) large 

cryptic prey are more frequently detected and pursued or (ii) hidden color signals in large prey 

are more effective in deterring predation than in small prey. These arguments should apply 

universally to any prey that use hidden signals, so the association between large size and hidden 

contrasting color signals should be evident across diverse groups of prey. In this study, we tested 

this prediction in five different groups of insects. Using phylogenetically controlled analysis to 

elucidate the relationship between body size and color contrast between forewings and hind 

wings, we found evidence for the predicted size-color contrast associations in four different 

groups of insects, namely, Orthoptera, Phasmatidae, Mantidae, and Saturniidae, but not in 

Sphingidae. Collectively, our study indicates that body size plays an important role in explaining 

variation in the evolution of hidden contrasting color signals in insects.  
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3.2 Introduction  

Insects have evolved a variety of strategies to avoid predation, including the adoption of color 

patterns that hinder detection or recognition (crypsis and disruptive coloration), development of 

honest (aposematism and Müllerian mimicry) and dishonest (Batesian mimicry) signals of 

unprofitability, and the imitation of cues of no interest to the predator (masquerade; Edmunds 

1974; Ruxton et al. 2018). Each of these well known antipredator strategies involves the color 

patterns that are always visible to a would be predator. However, some prey species have 

evolved color signals that are generally hid den from view and displayed only when under 

immediate predation threat (Umbers et al. 2015). For example, many moths may have 

conspicuous hind wings that are not visible when the moth is in its usual resting position, yet 

they are dis- played when the moth is touched (Sargent 1990).  

Hidden color signals employed in antipredator defense are widely seen in insects, including the 

conspicuous hind wings of noctuid and sphingid moths (Lepidoptera), cicadas (Hemiptera), 

grasshoppers (Orthoptera), mantises (Mantodea), and stick insects (Phasmatodea; Cott 1940; 

Edmunds 1974). Other potential functions for these signals, such as enhancing attractiveness 

through sexual selection, are unlikely, as the behavioral displays of contrasting signals are seen 

in both sexes and typically arise only as a response to predation threat. To date, two related 

mechanisms by which these hidden signals protect prey have been demonstrated: deimatic 

display (also called startle display) and flash display (Umbers et al. 2015; Loeffler-Henry et al. 

2018).  

Deimatic display involves the sudden exposure of a hidden signal that induces a startle response 

or affects predator psychology/behavior in some way to inhibit its attack (Umbers et al. 2015; 

Umbers and Mappes 2016). This antipredator defense has been reported in several groups of 

insects, such as Lepidoptera and praying mantises (Edmunds 1972; Schlenoff 1985), and its 

survival benefits have been demonstrated in a few studies (Vaughan 1983; Ingalls 1993; 

Olofsson et al. 2012; Kang et al. 2017). Olofsson et al. (2012), for example, showed that the 

exposure of its brightly colored dorsal wing patterns to predators increased the survivorship of 

the swallowtail butterfly, Papilio machaon. More recently, Kang et al. (2017) has demonstrated 

that deimatic displays of artificial moths can protect the prey against avian predators.  
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Flash display is an umbrella term that describes the exposure of bright colors while in motion but 

not while at rest (Edmunds 2008). There are at least four possible functions of flash display, and 

they are not mutually exclusive: (i) the exposure of bright colors in motion may serve to startle a 

predator; (ii) the sudden appearance and then disappearance of the bright color in conjunction 

with a cessation in motion may reduce the probability of the prey being subsequently detected 

(Loeffler-Henry et al. 2018); (iii) the display enhances the resemblance of the prey to another 

species that is less profitable to consume or pursue, thereby reducing the motivation of the 

predator to chase it; and (iv) the dynamically changing flash colors in motion reduce the 

probability of prey capture because the predator’s eyes cannot readily adjust to differences in 

brightness between sun flecks and shady patches (Papageorgis 1975; Endler 1978) and/or 

because of a “flash lag” effect in which estimating the position of a moving color changing 

object becomes harder (Murali 2018).  

Despite these potential benefits, hidden contrasting color signals (here defined as a visually 

contrasting color signal that is normally hidden by wings or other parts of the body, whether they 

form part of deimatic or flash display) are by no means universally adopted. This leads to the 

question of why hidden signals have been selected for in some insect species but not in others. 

Kang et al. (2017) showed that in the moth family Erebidae (Lepidoptera), hidden contrasting 

color signals have evolved primarily in larger species. Moreover, using a remote controlled 

robotic moth, they showed that this result could be understood at least in part on the basis that 

larger hidden signals are more effective in deterring predators than smaller signals. Hossie et al. 

(2015) similarly found that eyespots in larger caterpillars were more effective in deterring 

inspection by domestic chicks than eyespots in small caterpillars. Likewise, Bae et al. (2019) 

found that flash coloration produced a higher survival benefit in large mobile computer-

generated prey than in small mobile prey.  

Deimatic displays often involve the individual advertising its size, and one reason why large 

displaying insects may be more effective in deterring predation is because large animals 

represent more of a threat to natural predators, such as birds. Naturally, larger cryptic species 

might also require a backup defense more frequently because they may be more readily detected 

by predators and more frequently attacked by certain predators on encounter (Mänd et al. 2007; 

Remmel and Tammaru 2009; Hossie et al. 2015). Collectively, there- fore, there may be stronger 
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selective pressure for a secondary defense in insects with large body size, at least where birds are 

important predators. Intriguingly, arthropod predators such as dragonflies preferentially attack 

small prey over large prey, most likely because their own small size places physical limitations 

on the size of prey that they can capture and subdue (Rashed et al. 2005; Duong et al. 2017). 

Indeed, using data from five separate field studies, Remmel et al. (2011) estimated that avian 

predation rates on folivorous larvae increase approximately 3.6 fold, while arthropod (including 

spiders) predation rates decrease approximately 4.9 fold as the size of prey doubled. In contrast 

to work on birds, it is currently unknown how and why arthropod predators react to conspicuous 

displays by insect prey, but there is evidence that predatory dragonflies show no color 

preferences when attacking small artificial prey (Duong et al. 2017).  

Clearly the above arguments relating to the greater effectiveness and greater need for 

conspicuous displays in large prey when subject to predation by birds are relatively general and 

so apply to other groups of prey that use hidden contrasting color signals as an antipredator 

defense. In this study, we tested this idea and examined whether the evolutionary association 

between large size and the hidden contrasting color signals is found across different groups of 

insects.  

3.3 Methods  

We studied five different insect groups, namely, Orthoptera, Mantidae (Mantodea), Phasmatidae 

(Phasmatodea), Saturniidae (Lepidoptera), and Sphingidae (Lepidoptera), to test whether there is 

an evolutionary association between large size and hidden contrasting color signals across 

insects. These groups were chosen because (i) species-level molecular phylogenetic trees were 

available (Song et al. 2015 [Orthoptera]; Svenson and Whiting 2009 [Mantidae]; Buckley et al. 

2009 [Phasmatidae]; Barber et al. 2015 [Saturniidae]; Kawahara et al. 2009 [Sphingidae]) and 

(ii) all groups included the species that are well known for possessing hidden contrasting color 

signals that are putatively used for antipredator purposes (Robinson 1968; Edmunds 1972; 

Schmidt 2009).  

Image and Body Size Data Acquisition  
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First, we extracted species names from the published phylogenetic trees. Body size data for each 

species were then collected from various sources, including published papers, field guides, and 

online sources (see “References for Body Size and Image Sources”). Since different body size 

indexes were available for different groups of insects, we used the most commonly used body 

size index for each taxon: body length (from the tip of the head to the end of the abdomen) for 

Orthoptera, Mantidae, and Phasmatidae and wingspan (distance from one wing tip to the other 

wing tip when both wings were spread) for Saturniidae and Sphingidae. Body size information 

was typically available as a range, so we used the midvalue of the range as a representative size 

of each species. Where separate sizes were given for males and females, we used the midvalue of 

the overall size range for each species and did not consider intraspecific sexual size differences 

due to the limited data availability. When body size information was not available directly from 

the literature, we searched for specimen photos with a scale bar and measured the body size from 

the photos using ImageJ (open source program, National Institutes of Health).  

To extract data on the colors of each species, we collected three specimen images per species 

(whenever possible) from various online sources (see “References for Body Size and Image 

Sources”). For online images, we primarily searched BOLD (the Barcode of Life Data System; 

Ratnasingham and Hebert 2007) because of the credibility of the information and fine quality of 

specimen photos. One problem (among many) with using publicly available photos is that they 

were photographed under unknown lighting conditions that might have affected the colors in the 

photos. However, while this may have increased the noise (e.g., random errors) of measured 

color values, we have no reason to believe that the data are biased toward a certain relationship. 

Besides, we extracted the color contrast between forewings and hind wings “within” photos, and 

thus we consider that our data were less affected by the variation “among” photos.  

Classifying Each Species into Noncontrasting or Hidden Contrasting  

To determine whether each species possesses hidden contrasting color signals as objectively as 

possible, we used image analysis on the obtained images of specimens. First, we measured red, 

green, and blue (RGB) values of pixels of the insect forewings/hind wings in each image. When 

there were no dis- tinctive/contrasting color patches on the wings, we measured median RGB 

values of a whole wing area and used these values as representative colors of forewings/hind 
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wings. When there were clearly contrasting color patches on forewings, we measured the RGB 

values of the “basal” color of wings that compose the largest area and used the measured RGB 

values as forewing color values. However, if there were clear color patches on hind wings, we 

measured the median RGB values of each patch first and used the area that showed the most 

contrasting color (among the colors present on hind wings) against their forewing colors because 

the hidden contrasting color signals can evolve/function even if the contrasting colors are present 

only in part of the hind wings (such as the contrasting eyespots of moth hind wings in fig. 3.3). 

Rarely, the hid- den contrasting color signals were found not on hind wings but on other parts of 

the body (e.g., Paradirphia lasiocampina, which has non-contrasting hind wings but a 

contrasting yellow-black banded abdomen). In this case, we measured the contrasting color on 

the abdomen rather than measuring hind wing colors. Next, we transformed the measured RGB 

values to Lab color space (L indicates lightness, while the combinations of a and b determine hue 

and saturation, respectively) and calculated the Euclidean color distance between forewing and 

hind wing colors (or abdomen when abdomen color was used; Wyszecki and Stiles 1982). To 

classify each species into non-contrasting (those that do not have hidden contrasting color 

signals) or hidden contrasting groups, we employed k-means clustering analysis (k p 2) on the 

color distances (Hartigan and Wong 1979). Although this flexible thresholding method can 

remove subjectivity of the classification, one concern about using k-means clustering is that it 

divides the variables into two groups even if the variation of variables is trivial (e.g., even if all 

the analyzed species are essentially non-contrasting). To check whether this problem exists, we 

(i) visually inspected the distribution of contrast values (fig. 3.1) and (ii) scrutinized all images 

of each insect group to be certain that there were at least some species that showed hidden 

contrasting signals. On these crude visual inspections, we found at least several species for each 

taxon that were subjectively categorized as possessing hidden contrasting color signals.  

In Orthoptera and Phasmatidae, many species showed wingless morphology and thus having 

hidden color signals on hind wings is physically impossible. We assigned wingless species to the 

non-contrasting group unless the ventral coloration was highly contrasting against dorsal 

coloration when visually inspected. Occasionally only one sex (usually female) was wingless. In 

these cases, we analyzed the color of the winged sex and analyzed whether the winged version of 

these species showed hidden contrasting color signals. To complement our image analysis 
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approach, we also conducted trials with human volunteers (10 judges per species) in which 

subjects were asked to simply classify species based on the same set of images into either 

“contrasting” or “non- contrasting” by comparing the coloration of forewings and hind wings 

(ethical approval: Carleton University Animal Care Committee 109683). No instructions were 

provided as to what threshold contrast our volunteers should use. Using humans is clearly more 

subjective, but unlike our image analysis approach they provide an overall gestalt when seeking 

to classify complex color pattern differences. Reassuringly, the human derived scores for each 

species (i.e., number out of 10 who believed that the wings of a given species were contrasting) 

and the measured color contrast values (excluding wingless species) from image analysis were 

highly correlated (Kendall rank correlation, t p 0:48, P ! :001). In both image analysis based and 

human judgment based classifications, the species that had transparent or translucent hind wings 

were assigned to the non-contrasting group since it is very likely that transparent hind wings 

have not evolved for antipredator signaling. Since (i) both methods of scoring generate similar 

(although not identical) conclusions when controlling for phylogeny and (ii) the results from 

human classification depended in part on how many volunteers agreed on the classification, we 

present our results from the image analysis here and present a full analysis of the human scores 

in the appendix (available online).  

Naturally, while photographs allow us to collate information on color pattern variability from a 

wide array of insect species, they are designed to portray only the component  
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Figure 3.1 Histograms of estimated color contrast values using image analysis for each group: 

Orthoptera (a), Mantidae (b), Phasmatidae (c), Saturniidae (d), and Sphingidae (e). The vertical 

line in each histogram shows the threshold above which the species were considered to possess 

hidden contrasting color signals determined by k-means clustering.  

 

of color variation that is visible to human eyes. An important drawback of having to rely on 

photographs is that natural predators such as birds are sensitive to wavelengths (mainly in the 
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ultraviolet [UV]) that are not captured in normal photography. In particular, we note that RGB 

values have been developed for human vision and do not allow us to estimate the amount of 

contrast for species with UV in their hidden coloration. We return to this important point and the 

degree to which focusing only on visible colors may limit or bias our results in “Discussion.”  

Phylogenetic Analysis  

Once we classified species into two distinct color groups (non- contrasting and hidden 

contrasting) for each taxon, we fitted models using phylogenetic generalized least squares 

(PGLS). This method allowed us to examine the relationship between body size and the presence 

of hidden contrasting color signals while accounting for the lack of independence due to shared 

evolutionary history. Prior to employing PGLS, each phylogenetic tree was pruned to contain 

only the species with known color contrast and body size. Body size was log trans- formed 

before analysis to ensure normality of residuals. The numbers of species analyzed were 128 

species of Orthoptera (53 wingless), 80 of Mantidae, 49 of Phasmatidae (25 wing-less), 76 of 

Saturniidae, and 126 of Sphingidae. We ultrametricized each tree before running PGLS to 

timescale the tree relative to the genetic changes. We separately ran two different versions of 

PGLS assuming either Brownian motion or q6 Ornstein-Uhlenbeck character evolution models. 

We used nlme and phytools packages (Revell 2012) for PGLS and the ape package (Paradis et al. 

2004) for tree ultrametricizing using R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing). Data 

underlying figures 2.1–2.3 have been deposited in the Dryad Digital Repository: 

https://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.7g227bm (Loeffler- Henry et al. 2019).  

3.4 Results  

Overall, 21% of the surveyed species were categorized as having hidden contrasting color signals 

(21/128 for Orthoptera, 23/80 for Mantidae, 10/49 for Phasmatidae, 12/76 for Saturniidae, 

31/126 for Sphingidae). Ornstein-Uhlenbeck models showed lower Akaike information criterion 

(AIC) values than Brownian motion models (DAIC 1 10) in all but Mantidae, where Brownian 

motion models showed slightly lower AIC  
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Table 3.1 Results of phylogenetically controlled analysis 

 

than Ornstein-Uhlenbeck models (DAIC 1 10), but the results were consistent regardless of 

which character evolution models were used in all studied taxa. We therefore present the results 

of assuming an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model of character evolution. PGLS indicated that there 

were statistically significant positive associations between body size and the presence of hidden 

contrasting color signals in all studied insect taxa (Orthoptera, Mantidae, Phasmatidae, 

Saturniidae) except in Sphingidae (table 3.1 for statistics; fig. 3.2 for the phylogenetically 

uncontrolled comparisons; fig. 3.3 for the phylogenetically controlled comparison; fig. A1, 

available online, for the plots placed in the context of a phylogeny). In Orthoptera, we found the 

same significant relationship even when wingless species were excluded from the analysis (N p 

75, t p 2:16, P p :03).  

When we performed the same phylogenetically controlled tests of an association between body 

size and human based classification of our species into contrasting/noncontrasting, we found 

strong evidence of a positive association in Orthoptera and Phasmatidae, as above (see 

appendix). While trends were evident, we could not reject the null hypothesis of no association 

in the other three taxonomic groups.  

3.5 Discussion  

Our findings indicate that hidden contrasting color signals are more likely to be found in larger 

species in the majority of insect groups surveyed, at least based on our image analysis data. Our 

results based on human classification were more variable, but even here we found strong 

evidence for a positive 
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Figure 3.2 Each box-whisker plot shows the relationship between the presence of hidden 

contrasting color signals and body size for Orthoptera (a), Mantidae (b), Phasmatidae (c), 

Saturniidae (d), and Sphingidae (e) without controlling for phylogenetic relationships. Vertical 

lines in the middle indicate median values, boxes show interquartile ranges, whiskers show 

lowest/largest values, and dots show outliers. The numbers of species included in the analysis are 

128 (a), 80 (b), 49 (c), 76 (d), and 126 (e).  

association between body size and contrasting color signals in two of the five taxonomic groups 

considered (appendix). Together with the previous findings detailing the association within 

erebid moths (Kang et al. 2017), we now know that Orthoptera and Phasmatidae both exhibit the 

same positive association even when controlling for phylogeny, and there is conditional evidence 

that Mantidae and Saturniidae follow the same pattern. Our results therefore provide broad 

support for size-color contrast association in insects. Our results also provide an additional line 

of evidence that the evolution of insect defenses is mediated by body size (Penney et al. 2012; 

Hossie et al. 2015). Whether large size has driven the evolution of hidden color signals or vice 

versa is unclear, since the number of species analyzed for each taxa was not sufficient for 
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estimating transition probabilities in this study. However, earlier estimates of transition rates in 

the Erebidae suggest that large non-contrasting species are more likely to evolve contrasting hind 

wings than vice versa and that small contrasting species are more likely to evolve non-

contrasting hind wings than vice versa (Kang et al. 2017).  

 

Figure 3.3 Coefficients and standard errors of the coefficients from the phylogenetic generalized 

least squares (PGLS) results. Positive values indicate that hidden contrasting color signals were 

associated with large size after controlling for phylogeny. See figure 3.2 for sample sizes. The 

photos show an example species in each group. From left to right, Phymateus morbillosus (photo 

credit: David Jackson), Deroplatys lobata (Edouard Hue), Phasma gigas (anonymous), 

Automeris io (upper, CBG Photography Group), Cautethia spuria (lower, Daniel H. Janzen).  
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Our study has explored only morphological traits and has therefore overlooked behavioral traits 

(due to the limited behavioral data availability), which may play a significant role in the 

evolution of hidden signals. Although the specific function of these hidden color signals is still 

somewhat unclear and may vary within and among taxa, we consider predation as a main driver. 

Indeed, the behavioral display of hidden conspicuous signals to ward off predators has been 

observed in a number of taxa, including all of our studied taxa (Umbers and Mappes 2015 

[Orthoptera]; Edmunds 1972 [Mantidae]; Robinson 1968 [Phasmatidae]; Blest 1957 [Saturniidae 

and Sphingidae]). For example, Catocala (underwing) moths are widely known to display their 

contrasting hind wings in response to imminent predation threat (Sargent 1978). Oedipodinae 

(band-winged) grasshoppers display their contrasting hind wings both (i) during escape by flying 

away and (ii) when attacked (Steiner 1981). The findings that both deimatic displays (Kang et al. 

2017) and flash displays (Bae et al. 2019) are more effective in deterring predation in large 

species help explain the observed patterns and support the argument that body size mediates the 

evolution of contrasting hidden signals (Kang et al. 2017). Larger prey may be intrinsically more 

of a threat to small birds, and so they treat them with more caution (see also Hossie et al. 2015). 

Moreover, since they are intrinsically less cryptic, they may have more to gain from a secondary 

defense, such as fooling a predator into thinking they are a different color (flash display; Bae et 

al. 2019).  

Another factor that might have affected the selective evolution of contrasting color signals in 

large species is that the species with different size may experience different types of predators. 

Predator-prey relationships are strongly influenced by body size differences, with predators 

preferentially attacking prey that are smaller than themselves (Brose et al. 2006). However, 

predators also have to meet their nutritional demands (Cohen et al. 1993). Therefore, larger 

insect species are more likely than smaller species to face selection to deal with vertebrate 

predators (e.g., birds), against which defensive displays of contrasting colors are known to be 

effective (Schlenoff 1985; Kang et al. 2017). Conversely, smaller species are more likely to face 

selection to avoid small invertebrate predators and parasitoids. We know very little about the 

effect of conspicuous displays on insect predators. It is possible that many arthropods would 

overlook contrasting color signals (Duong et al. 2017).  
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Our study focused on forewing–hind wing contrast rather than conspicuousness, which is much 

more challenging to measure across a wide variety of species since it depends on the nature of 

their backgrounds. Nevertheless, the fact that all the studied species with contrasting hidden 

signals appeared to have cryptically colored forewings (e.g., brown, green, or grayish matching 

dead leaves, leaves, and tree bark, respectively) supports our argument that the display acts as a 

backup defense when the primary defense of crypsis fails. Besides aposematic species and 

mimetic species, both of which usually have vivid and conspicuous colors, most animals with 

color patterns that match their natural substrates are likely to be cryptic. It is therefore likely that 

the majority of hidden color signals that we have uncovered are exploited during the defensive 

displays in normally cryptic species.  

Our color analysis that used images from digital cameras ignores the information in the UV 

region (300–400-nm wave- length region), which can be perceived by potential predators of our 

studied insect groups, including insects, spiders, and birds (Osorio and Vorobyev 2008). One 

potential drawback caused by this lack of UV information is that the species categorized as non-

contrasting can actually look contrasting to UV sensitive predators if the wings differ in the UV 

range of the spectrum. Nevertheless, conspicuous/vivid colors such as yellow or orange on hind 

wings would be contrasting against cryptic forewings regardless of whether the hind wings 

reflect UV. Indeed, most of the UV colors are present on already conspicuous colors (in the 

camera-detectable color range), not on cryptic colors that resemble leaves or tree bark in many 

insects (Eguchi and MeyeRochow 1983), probably because natural substrates seldom reflect UV. 

In addition, many vertebrate and invertebrate predators have UV insensitive vision (with the 

peak sensitivity of short wavelength opsins lmax 1 400; Osorio and Vorobyev 2008), so that the 

evolution of UV only contrasting color signals (that target only a specific type of predator) in 

insects is likely to be relatively rare. Thus, despite the above limitations, we expect our 

categorization of species into contrasting and non-contrasting on the basis of visible reflectance 

patterns to be relatively robust. Furthermore, considering both (i) the number of species we 

covered and (ii) the consistent results in most of the insect taxa, it seems highly likely that the 

association between large size and hidden contrasting colors is a real phenomenon.  

Our results that the lepidopteran family Sphingidae (hawk moths) did not show any evidence of 

an evolutionary association between body size and the presence of hidden color signals is 
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puzzling since this group is also known to exhibit conspicuous color/eyespots on hind wings that 

are often used in conjunction with defensive displays (Vallin et al. 2007). One explanation is that 

the evolution of hidden contrasting hind wings in this group has been mediated not only by 

defensive displays but also by other evolutionary factors that have operated in the opposite 

direction. One such possibility is mimicry. In some species of hawk moths, contrasting hind 

wings have been thought to confer a resemblance to bee species that are usually smaller than 

hawk moths, which might restrain the evolutionary change to larger size (Rothschild 1984). 

Clearly, further investigations are required to better understand the function and evolution of 

hidden contrasting color signals in this diverse group of Lepidoptera.  

There have been considerable advances in the field of animal coloration research (Cuthill et al. 

2017). However, our understanding of the evolution of color patterns that are dynamically 

displayed through behaviors is still poor, and there is a growing need to explore these dynamic 

color signals (Caro et al. 2016; Umbers et al. 2017). Our study provides the broadest evidence to 

date that the evolution of hidden color strategies is associated with the evolution of body size. 

We suggest that hidden contrasting color signals have evolved primarily in larger species 

because the antipredator strategies that use such color signals, such as deimatic and flash 

displays, are more effective when prey size is large and because large prey tend to need a backup 

defense more frequently than small prey.  
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4.1 Abstract 

Eyespots are one of the most taxonomically widespread anti-predation adaptations in the animal 

kingdom. A diverse array of predatory taxa including reptiles, mammals, fish and insects have 

been found to select for eyespots in their respective prey. Phylogenetic studies have found that 

the presence of eyespots in Lepidopteran caterpillars is associated with large body size, a result 

consistent with the observation that only eyespots in large caterpillars deter birds. However, we 

do not know whether predation from insects has contributed to selection for the observed 

association between eyespots and body size. Here we used a factorial experimental design to 

compare the survivorship of hawkmoth (Manduca quinquemaculata) larvae of two different 

sizes that had been manipulated to have eyespots (or not).  These caterpillars were presented to 

Chinese mantids (Tenodera sinensis), a common arthropod predator. We found that eyespots 

yielded a relative benefit to large caterpillars and relative cost to small caterpillars. Our results 

suggest that predation from insects might have contributed to, or re-enforced, the observed 

association between eyespots and body size in Lepidopteran caterpillars. Future study involving 

other predatory insect taxa in the lab and field are necessary to confirm this assertion.  
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4.2 Introduction  

 

Many species have evolved conspicuous chromatic patterns (“eyespots”) that appear to resemble 

vertebrate eyes (Edmunds 1974; Kodandaramaiah 2011; Monteiro 2015; Ruxton et al. 2018; 

Skelhorn et al. 2016). There are two broad explanations as to why selection by predators might 

drive the evolution of eyespots. In some taxa, eyespots may function to deceive a predator into 

thinking that a non-vital body part is the head and thereby deflect attacks to that body part 

(Kodandaramaiah et al. 2013; Olofsson et al. 2010 Prudic et al. 2015).  Alternatively, or in 

addition, eyespots may deter predation through some form of intimidation (Kodandaramaiah et 

al. 2009; Olofsson et al. 2013). Although eyespots have been postulated to deter predation 

simply because of their conspicuous nature (Stevens 2005; Stevens et al., 2008; Stevens & 

Ruxton 2014), recent behavioral experiments strongly suggest that predator mimicry dives their 

antipredation benefit (Blut et al. 2012; De Bona et al. 2015; Hossie & Sherratt, 2014; Skelhorn et 

al. 2014)  

 

Although eyespots are commonly associated with insect wings, they also occur in the immature 

stages of insects (e.g. Janzen et al. 2010; Prudic et al. 2015). The eyespots commonly observed 

on Lepidopteran caterpillars have long been believed to prevent predation via intimidation, rather 

than by deflecting attacks to non-vital body parts (Ruxton et al. 2018), not least because they 

frequently occur on or near the head (a vital body part) (Blest 1957). Recent field data using 

artificial caterpillar baits has provided empirical evidence that caterpillar eyespots do indeed 

serve to reduce predation rates in prey of this nature (Hossie & Sherratt, 2012, 2013).  Janzen et 

al. (2010) argued that for eyespots in caterpillars to effectively deter predation, predators must 
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have an unlearned response to these eye-like stimuli. It is clear that some vertebrates do indeed 

have an unlearned response to eye-like stimuli (Hossie et al. 2015) but whether this extends to 

invertebrate predators is unknown. Interestingly, eyespots have been documented in caterpillar 

species that spend much of their larval phase in leaf shelters (Janzen et al. 2010). Since avian and 

other vertebrate predators are likely to predominantly search for prey on the surface of leaves, 

this raises the possibility that invertebrate predators also serve to select for eyespots in 

caterpillars. 

 

One question in the study of the evolution of eyespots is that if they are such an effective anti-

predation defence why have they been selected for in some species but not others (Hossie et al. 

2015)?  A recent phylogenetic study demonstrated that there is an association between the 

presence of eyespots and body size in Sphingid caterpillars (Hossie et al. 2015).  The cross-

species association between eyespots and body size is consistent with intra-specific observations 

which suggest that the development of eyespots often does not take place until later instars, when 

the caterpillar has achieved relatively large body size (Lederhouse, 1990). Analogous cross-

species associations have also been reported in “flash displays”, in that species with hidden 

contrasting hindwings are also more likely to be larger (Kang et al., 2017; Loeffler-Henry et al., 

2019). 

 

Two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses have been proposed to explain the observed relationship 

between the evolution of eyespots and body size in insects. The first hypothesis is that large body 

size results in greater selective pressure for defence because such prey are not only more 

conspicuous (Remmel & Tammaru, 2009), but also offer a greater caloric reward to predators. 
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The second hypothesis is that eyespots (and startle signals in general) are more effective on 

larger insects because large organisms may be perceived by predators as more threatening 

(Hossie & Sherratt 2014; Kang et al. 2017; Loeffler-Henry et al. 2019). Behavioral experiments 

using avian predators, both in the lab and in the field, support the second hypothesis (Hossie et 

al. 2015; Kang et al. 2017). This suggests that, like birds, insect predators likely select against 

eye spots in relatively small lepidoptera caterpillars. If the anti-predation benefits of eyespots in 

large prey is found to extend beyond avian predators, it would provide further evidence of 

selection more strongly favouring eyespots in large species. 

  

Here we determined the fate of hawkmoth (Manduca quinquemaculata) larvae of two different 

sizes that had been manipulated to have (or not have) eyespots.  These larvae were presented to 

the Chinese mantids (Tenodera sinensis) an arthropod predator. The primary aim of this 

experiment was to test whether eyespots on caterpillars are an effective deterrent to a visual 

arthropod predator.  In addition however, we tested for evidence of an interaction between body 

size and eyespots, specifically whether eyespots provided a greater deterrent in larger 

individuals. 

 

 

4.3 Methods 

Chinese mantids (Tenodera sinensis) oothecae were purchased from a commercial natural insect 

control supplier (N.I.C; natural insect control) and raised in an VWR incubator at 27 °C with a 

photoperiod of 14 hours until final instar. Upon hatching, T. sinensis nymphs were raised in 

transparent plastic 0.95 liter cups. The floor of the cup was lined with a piece of wet filter paper 
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for hydration and to facilitate the removal of frass. A wooden popsicle stick was placed in the 

cup at a 45° angle to provide a surface for the T. sinensis to hang from when molting. T. sinensis 

nymphs were fed Drosophila melanogaster for their first two instars. By instar 3 they had 

outgrown D. melanogaster and were fed the larger Drosophila hydei until their fourth instar 

(L4).  By L4 the T. sinensis were large enough to be fed house cricket (Acheta domesticus) 

nymphs and lesser wax moth (Achroia grisella) larvae, with the size of prey items that were 

offered continuing to increase as the T. sinensis grew. Once they reached their final (adult) instar 

they were removed from the incubator and maintained in the laboratory where experiments were 

also conducted at a room temperature of 23°C and photoperiod determined by the outdoor 

ambient light, approximately 14 hours L/10 hours dark. The adult T. sinensis (75-100mm long) 

were housed in larger enclosures constructed from two of the transparent 0.95 liter plastic cups 

placed one on top of the other, effectively doubling their volume.  The bottom of the enclosure 

was once again lined with filter paper and the top had ventilation holes and a perch made of 

window screen glued to the top.  

  

Two days prior to their first test, T. sinensis were fed darkling beetle (“superworm”) Zophobas 

morio larvae to satiation. They were then fed nothing the next day.  Experimental trials lasted 

seven days (a total of 4 days of testing, alternated with a total of 3 days without food).  On each 

test day the mantids were first presented with a final instar larva of Tenebrio molitor that was not 

manipulated in any way (“treatment 0”). Shortly after the mantid had finished consuming this 

mealworm, an individual of one of the test treatments, namely a five-spotted hawkmoth 

Manduca quinquemaculata caterpillar (purchased from PetSmart, Ottawa, Ontario) was 

presented.  These hawkmoth caterpillars were one of two length classes (small: 33-47 mm, large: 
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61-74 mm) and either had two visible eyespots (white circles containing a smaller black circle, 

each painted with Sally Hansen ‘insta-dry’ nail polish) or did not (circles of identical 

dimensions, this time painted with clear Sally Hansen ‘insta-dry’ polish) – see Figure 4.1. To 

allow for (linear) allometry (see below), the eyespots on large caterpillars were larger than those 

on small caterpillars (large: white diameter 6mm, black diameter 3mm; small white diameter 

4mm, black diameter 2mm).  Upon seizing a test hawkmoth, the prey item was taken from the T. 

sinensis to prevent the ingestion of nail polish.  After the treatment was taken away (or the 

experiment ended without attack) the T. sinensis was fed Z. morio larvae to the point of satiation. 

In between each test day, to increase motivation, the T. sinensis were not fed for a day.  The 

precise order in which T. sinensis received each test treatment differed between blocks (Table 

4.2).  Each block consisted of 3 individuals (1 male and 2 females).  

 

 

Figure 4.1  Manipulated live five-spotted hawkmoth M. quinquemaculata larva used in this 

experiment (from left to right: small no eyespots, large no eyespots, small with eyespots, large 

with eyespots). 
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Trials took place in a ‘blind’ which was constructed from gray corrugated plastic and consisted 

of four sides allowing light to enter from the top while preventing the T. sinensis from seeing the 

researcher. The researcher observed the trial and recorded the results in real-time from a 

WebCam that was placed inside the trial blind. The larva of given size with and without eyespots 

(or mealworm control, see above), was placed in a 0.95 liter transparent plastic cup lined with 

filter paper. When the T. sinensis was resting on the screen perch in the original enclosure the top 

of the original enclosure was placed over the cup containing the treatment.  The time at which 

the top cup containing the mantid was placed over the bottom cup containing the treatment 

marked the beginning of a given test. The duration of each test was 15 minutes. The time at 

which the T. sinensis’s head passed a line on the back of the blind marking that it had traveled 6 

cm from its original position on the perch and in the direction of the treatment was recorded 

(time to “first base”). The total time taken for T. sinensis to attack the prey offered was recorded 

and marked the end of the trial.  If no prey were attacked within 15 minutes, then the test was 

terminated. 

 

Note that in our experiment we applied large eyespots on large larva and small eyespots on small 

larva.  A full exploration of the role of eyespots would have involved applying large eyespots on 

small larva and vice-versa (e.g. see Hossie et al. 2015).  Nevertheless, eyespot size might be 

expected to scale allometrically with body length, so that larger caterpillars almost invariably 

have larger eyespots.  To elucidate the nature of this allometry and place our experimental 

treatments in context, we determined the relationship between eyespot size and body size in ten 

different caterpillar species which all have eyespots (Papilio glaucus. Papilio troilus, 

Xylophanes tersa, Papilio rutulus, Xylophanes falco, Sphecodina abbottii, Papilio canadensis, 
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Agrius cingulate, Papilio palamedes and Manduca sexta).  Ten images of each of these ten 

species were obtained publicly available online images of caterpillars at a range of instars.  The 

images necessarily required a reference scale bar to be present as well as a clear view of the 

eyespot.  Based on the reference scale total body length of the caterpillar and the diameter of its 

eyespot were measured using Image J. 

 

Table 4.1 Factorial design showing treatment combinations of large and small five-spotted 

hawkmoth caterpillars with and without eyespots. Treatment 0 involved a presentation of 

mealworms. 

  Presence of eyespots 

  Eyespots No eyespot (clear) 

Body size Large Treatment 1 Treatment 2 

Small Treatment 3 Treatment 4 

 

Table 4.2 Treatment order over the four test days arranged in the four separate temporal blocks. 

Individual 

mantid 

Temporal  

Block 

Treatment 

Test Day 1 

Treatment 

Test Day 2 

Treatment 

Test Day 3 

Treatment 

Test Day 4 

1 1 1 2 3 4 

2 1 1 2 3 4 

3 1 1 2 3 4 

4 2 2 1 4 3 

5 2 2 1 4 3 

6 2 2 1 4 3 

7 3 3 4 1 2 

8 3 3 4 1 2 

9 3 3 4 1 2 

10 4 4 3 2 1 

11 4 4 3 2 1 

12 4 4 3 2 1 

 

Statistical analysis 
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The primary endpoint interest was the time taken for a mantid to attack the hawkmoth 

caterpillars of a given size class, with or without eyespots.  Since attacks did not always occur 

within the 900 second observation period following release, then some of the data were 

effectively (right) censored.  A survival (“time to event”) analysis was therefore appropriate. Our 

primary predictors were caterpillar body size (large and small) and the presence/absence of 

eyespots (yes and no).  As noted in the Introduction, we were also interested in testing for an 

interaction between body size and the presence/absence of eyespots on the attack time.  Given 

that individual mantids were presented with all four possible treatments in one of four possible 

orders, we also fitted a block term to represent treatment order, with individual mantid nested 

within blocks (since mantids only experienced one treatment order).  Both the block and 

individual mantid were considered as random effects (since their levels are effectively a subset 

drawn from a wider population of levels).   

 

Our survival analysis necessarily involved fitting a Cox proportional hazards model with fixed 

effects as well as nested random effects.  The mixed-effects survival analysis package COXME 

(Therneau, 2020) was used for this purpose (see also Therneau & Grambsch 2012). We 

compared the fit of the full model (Surv ~ Size*Eyespot +(1|Block /Individual)) with a series of 

simpler models lacking the interaction and main effects, maintaining the nested random effects 

and therefore consistent with the underlying design.  Model comparison was via log likelihood 

ratio (LR) tests (to compare the goodness of fit of hierarchical models) and Akaike Information 

Criteria (AIC).  Hazard ratios (based on exponents of estimated model parameters) for each body 

size/eyespot combination were determined against appropriate reference treatments.  
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While the time taken to attack prey is indicative of the mantid’s preparedness to attack prey, one 

can also ask whether the likelihood of being attacked over the entire experimental period differed 

between caterpillars with and without eyespots.  To do this we fitted binary logistic models with 

the same Size*Eyespot interaction and nested random components (Block/Individual) using 

glmer from the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015), assuming a binomial (attacked/not attacked) 

response.  Unfortunately the fit of the full generalized linear mixed model with interaction was 

on the boundary of feasible parameter space (”singular fit”) due to negligible variance associated 

with the random effects.  Since the random components reflect the underlying design they were 

retained, but the results should be interpreted with caution.  

 

We were also interested in whether the mantids show any change in the time taken to attack prey 

over consecutive presentations.  Although we controlled for a block effect above, the most direct 

way to assess any change in hazard over day was to extract data on the attack times of 

mealworms (Tenebrio molitor) that were presented before each and every treatment. Here the 

fitted model for the attack times of mealworms was simply Surv ~ Day +(1|Block/Individual) 

and the importance of Day (first treated as a factor, then as a covariate) was evaluated by 

comparing similar models with and without Day.  Although our primary endpoint was time to 

attack, to obtain a more complete understanding of the nature of the attack sequence and whether 

eyespots attract the attention of mantids from a distance, we fitted the same mixed effect survival 

models as above, with the times taken to reach “first base” in much the same way as we analyzed 

the time to attack. 
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Finally, all the caterpillar species we examined showed clear allometry with eyespot length 

increasing with body length.  To elucidate the nature of variation in eyespot length we fitted a 

simple ANCOVA model to our comparative data using glmer from the lme4 package (Bates et 

al. 2015), with species as a random effect and body size as a covariate.  No phylogenetic 

comparisons were made, but it allowed us to quantitative place our experimental treatments in 

context against a range of lepidopteran larvae. 

 

4.4 Results 

On fitting the proportional hazard model, there was no evidence that the survival distribution of 

mealworms changed over time whether days were treated as a factor (LR tests, factor: X2
3 = 

2.963, P = 0.397) or linear covariate (X2
1 = 0.429, P =  0.5126).   

 

Our primary questions were (i) whether there was any evidence that the distribution of the time 

to attack differed between caterpillars of different sizes, and (ii) between caterpillars with and 

without eyespots, and (iii) whether there was any evidence of an interaction between these two 

factors.  Comparing the full model containing interactions (AIC =  219.8) with the main effects 

model (AIC = 239.6), eyespots only model (AIC = 238.2), size only model (AIC = 237.7) and 

the intercept only model (AIC 236.2) each containing the Block and Individual as random 

factors, it was clear that the full model with interactions most parsimoniously explained the 

variation in attack times ( ∆AIC from next-best fitting model >  16). Deconstructing the full 

model using sequential log-likelihood ratio tests (analysis of deviance) indicated that body size 

alone does not explain significant variability in attack times over and above the null model (X2
1 

=0.542, P = 0.469) and neither does the presence/absence of eyespots alone (X2
1 =0.010, P = 
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0.920).  However, the full model was a significantly better fit than both the null model (X2
3 = 

21.85, P < 0.001) and the main effects model (X2
1 = 21.298, P < 0.001) and all models in 

between.  Figure 4.2 shows the fitted survival plots.  Having an eyespot reduces hazard in large 

caterpillars by a factor of 0.17 (95% CI 0.051-0.567) yet by contrast, having an eyespot increases 

hazard in small caterpillars by a factor of 6.59 (95% CI 2.46-17.70).   

 

The above results were consistent with a follow-up analysis based on whether the caterpillars 

were attacked or not in the observation period.  Thus, the full fitted generalized linear mixed 

model with interactions had the lowest AIC (∆AIC from next best fitting model [= Eyespot only 

model] > 11.9).  Moreover, this interaction model explained significant variability over and 

above both the null model (X2
3 = 18.64, P < 0.001) and the main effects model (X2

1 = 14.93, P < 

0.001).  Eyespots in large caterpillars reduced attack rates during the experimental period from 

an overall mean of attack rate of 100% to 33.3% (LRT for fits of random effects logistic model 

comparing attacks on large caterpillars with and without eyespots X2
1 = 15.276, P < 0.001).  

Eyespots in small caterpillars increased attack rates from an overall mean of 66.7% to 91.67%, 

but this particular comparison was not significant (LRT for fits of random effects logistic model 

comparing attacks on small caterpillars with and without eyespots X2
1 =2.403, P = 0.121). 
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Figure 4.2  Survival plot of time taken for mantids to attack presented prey, following the fit of a 

Cox proportional hazards model.  Small caterpillars with eyespots were most readily attacked 

while large caterpillars with eyespots were least readily attacked. 

 

Intriguingly, when we fitted a survival model based on the time distribution to “first base”, then a 

rather different pattern emerges from that of time to attack (Figure 4.3).  Here the main effects 

model had the lowest AIC compared to all possible component models.  The analysis of deviance 

following the fit of the full model indicates that the presence of eyespots explains significant 

variability in time to event over and above the null model (X2
3 =31.48, P < 0.001) while the main 

effects model with eyespots and size explains even more variability above eyespots alone (X2
1 = 

18.14, P < 0.001).  However, in this instance there was no evidence of a significant interaction 

effect that is able to explain additional variability over and above the main effects model (X2
1 = 

1.64, P = 0.201).   Being large increases the hazard by a factor of 8.16 (95% CI 2.66-25.04) 

while having eyespots increases the hazard of 26.86 (95% CI 7.48-96.39).    
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Finally, our allometric analysis clearly show that eyespots increase with increasing body size for 

all ten caterpillar species (Figure 4.3 fit of separate linear regressions shown) in that there is 

linear relationship between high spot size and body size in all species surveyed.  Our 

experimental caterpillars had slightly larger eyespots than the other 10 species for their body size 

(see red dots), but the change in eyespot diameter is with increasing body length consistent with 

the allometric relationship seen in all the other caterpillar species( see figure 4.4). 

 

Figure 4.3  Survival plot of time taken by mantids to reach “first base” following presentation of 

caterpillars.  Large caterpillars with eyespots most readily attracted mantid attention, while small 

caterpillars without eyespots attracted least attention. 
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Figure 4.4  Intra-specific comparison of eyespot size and body size of caterpillars across 10 

ontogenetic stages. The red dots show the eye spot and body sizes of the manipulated caterpillars 

used in this experiment.  
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4.5 Discussion 

Eyespots have attracted attention from naturalists and evolutionary biologists for over 150 years 

(Poulton 1890; Blest 1957; Skelhorn et al., 2016). In spite of our small sample size, we found 

strong evidence that eyespots on large hawkmoth larvae effectively deter predation by Chinese 

mantids relative to similar-sized larvae without eyespots. By contrast, we found evidence that 

small caterpillars without eyespots were less likely to be attacked than small caterpillars with 

eyespots. Phylogenetic analyses suggest that conspicuous anti-predator signals are 

disproportionately more likely in larger insect taxa (Hossie & Sherratt 2014; Kang et al. 2017; 

Loeffler-Henry et al. 2019). This relationship was previously explained with the finding that 

conspicuous signals in large prey are more effective at deterring vertebrate predators than 

conspicuous signals in small prey.  Here we provide evidence that these results also extend to 

invertebrate predators. Therefore, invertebrate predators might also contribute to the observed 

positive association between body size and eyespots in Sphingid caterpillars (Hossie et al. 2015).  

More broadly, our results provide support for the growing body of evidence suggesting that the 

evolution of antipredator adaptations is closely tied to other species traits, such as body size and 

habitat use (Hossie et al. 2015; Kang et al. 2012; Loeffler-Henry et al. 2018; Penney et al. 2012; 

Roslin et al. 2015). 

 

While eyespots in large caterpillars slow down the rate at which they are attacked, one might ask 

whether a delay by a matter of seconds in attack provides any survival advantage.  First, our fit 

of binary logistic models indicate that large caterpillars do indeed survive at a higher rate over 

the course of the experiment than similar-sized caterpillars without eyespots.  Second, in our 

experiments the caterpillars were necessarily contained within a cup.  However, under more 
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natural conditions a delay in attack may give the larvae an opportunity to withdraw, escape (such 

as dropping to the ground) or deploy a backup defence.   

 

It is worth noting that T. sinensis is native to east Asia and M. quinquemaculata is native to 

North America. Therefore we can rule out the possibility that some form of specific  co-

evolutionary relationship between these two species may have influenced our results. Previous 

studies have found that mantids are capable of learning to avoid warningly coloured defended 

prey (Carle et al., 2018). Our finding that naïve mantids were wary of large caterpillars with 

eyespots at the outset, indicates that praying mantids have largely an innate rather than learned 

tendency to be cautious of large potential prey with eye-like stimuli.  This wariness is readily 

understood. A large organism is inherently more likely to be able to harm the would-be predator, 

and the presence of eyespots may enhance the level of perceived risk. Thus, just as an innate 

response to eye-like markings might provide a harm-reducing benefit to vertebrate predators 

(Janzen et al. 2014; Hossie et al. 2015), it is likely to provide a similar benefit to would-be 

invertebrate predators.   

 

While it is known that mantids attack and consume Lepidoptera caterpillars, the level of 

predation pressure they pose compared to avian and other vertebrate predators likely varies 

widely depending on habitat and species (Reitze & Nentwig, 1991). The results of this study 

using adult mantids, together with studies using avian predators (Hossie et al. 2015), indicate 

that eyespots on small Lepidoptera are harmful for survival, most likely because eyespots in 

these cases increase the conspicuousness of the caterpillars without appearing too threatening. 

Indeed, our data on the time to first base support this conjecture, in that eyespots in both small 
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and large caterpillars attract the interest and approach of mantids even if they are ultimately 

hesitant to attack the latter. These findings are consistent with the finding that small eye spots on 

adult lepidoptera wings attract attacks from mantids (Prudic et al. 2015). This naturally leads to 

the question as to why are eyespots observed on any small and early instar Lepidopteran 

caterpillars (Hossie & Sherratt 2014)?  A consideration of the relative size of predator and prey 

may be important.  Unlike avian predators, who even at the earliest ontogenetic stages are large 

relative to virtually all insects, nearly all mantids start life under 10mm. Thus, even diminutive 

Lepidoptera larvae may benefit from eyespots if they are predominantly attacked by small 

invertebrates. Naturally this hypothesis could be readily tested. It is worth noting that Brose et 

al., (2006) found that the probability of predation on insects by vertebrate predators increased 

exponentially with increasing body size, while predation by invertebrates increased 

exponentially with decreasing body size (see also Duong et al., 2017). Therefore, it is likely that 

the primary selective force that has led to the evolution of eyespots in very small Lepidoptera 

caterpillars is predation by invertebrates.  

 

As with most experiments, there are some caveats to consider. In particular, it is possible that 

mantids could see the markings even on caterpillars painted with transparent nail polish. 

Nevertheless, the fact that the mantids reacted differently to caterpillars with and without 

eyespots, strongly suggests that the predators discriminated between the two types of markings. 

For these reasons, a second control involving unmanipulated caterpillars would have been 

helpful. In addition, while this study has investigated the degree to which eyespots protect living 

caterpillars from attack by invertebrate predators, it took place in the lab environment with 

captive raised mantids. Future studies involving the presentation of manipulated caterpillars to 
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wild mantids in the field may prove insightful. Likewise, we have presented only two classes of 

prey namely small and large caterpillars. Future studies examining the propensity of caterpillar 

eyespots to deter praying mantids might include size as a continuous variable, allowing one to 

identify the threshold body size at which eyespots are favoured for a given size class of 

invertebrate predators. Finally, while the large and small caterpillars we used had proportionately 

scaled eyespots similar to many Lepidoptera, it remains unclear if larger eyespots rather than 

larger body size might explain the benefit of eyespots experienced by our larger treatment group. 

Therefore, while it is possible that eyespot size and body size may affect predator behavior 

independent of one another, such effects are likely indistinguishable in nature.  

 

Given their abundance, voraciousness and capacity to learn, researchers have long postulated a 

role for invertebrate predators in shaping warning signals and mimicry in other invertebrates 

(Bates 1862; Duong et al. 2017; Kauppinen & Mappes 2003; O’Donnell 1996). Here we show 

that eyespots which have long been considered an important deterrent for avian predators may 

also serve to deter invertebrate predators although the size ranges of prey these selective 

pressures operate on is likely to be very different.   
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5.1 Abstract 

Flash behaviour is widespread in the animal kingdom and describes the exposure of a hidden 

conspicuous signal as an animal flees from predators. Recent studies have demonstrated that the 

signal can enhance survivorship by leading pursuing predators into assuming the flasher is also 

conspicuous at rest.  Naturally, this illusion will work best if potential predators are ignorant of 

the flasher’s resting appearance, which could be achieved if the prey flees while the predator is 

relatively far away. To test this hypothesis, we compared the survival of flashing and non-

flashing computer-generated prey with different flight initiation distances (FIDs) using humans 

as model predators. This experiment found that flash displays confer a survivorship advantage 

only to those prey with a long FID. A complementary phylogenetic analysis of Australian bird 

species supports these results: after controlling for body size, species with putative flashing 

signals had longer FIDs than those without. Species with putative flashing signals also tended to 

be larger, as demonstrated in other taxa. The anti-predation benefit of flash displays is therefore 

related to the nature of escape behaviour. Since birds with hidden signals tend to flee at a 

distance, the flash display here is unlikely to function by startling would-be predators.   
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5.2 Introduction 

Many species have evolved colour patterns that resemble their backgrounds to avoid being 

detected by predators [1].  However, even cryptic species occasionally need to move and this 

motion increases the chance that they will be seen and/or heard by predators [2]. One way in 

which a cryptic species may mitigate their increased detection risk during motion is through the 

adoption of a flash display.  Flash displays involve the sudden exposure of a previously hidden 

conspicuous signal when the animal is moving, followed by its concealment when the movement 

ceases [3,4]. Putative examples of flash behaviour include the brightly coloured hindwing 

displays seen in many insect groups (notably orthoptera and lepidoptera [7]), the tail flagging 

behaviour of some Artiodactyla and Leporids [8,9], and the conspicuous rump and underwing 

coverlets of many otherwise cryptic bird species, all of which are revealed only in flight [3,4]. 

The combination of exposing a hidden signal and movement distinguishes flash behaviour from 

deimatic, (startle) displays which typically involve exposing previously hidden signals while 

stationary [8,9].  

 

While flash behaviour may serve to surprise any would-be predator [4] and make the flasher 

harder to catch while fleeing [10], an important benefit is that would-be predators are misled into 

anticipating the prey is always conspicuous in appearance, when it is not [3].  Specifically, if a 

predator encounters a conspicuous prey item that is in the process of fleeing, the predator may 

continue to search for the prey assuming the prey retains the same conspicuous appearance on 

settling, when in fact it has reverted to its cryptic state.  Supposing the prey is no longer present, 

the predator may more readily give up its search.  In support, a computer based experiment using 

humans as visual predators found that participants were indeed more likely to give up looking for 

prey that displayed conspicuous colours when in motion but cryptic colours when at rest, 

compared to those prey that had cryptic coloration both in motion and at rest [11].  

 

Despite their widespread taxonomic distribution [3,7], flash displays have only recently begun to 

be investigated and relatively little is known about the factors that mediate their effectiveness. 

Several comparative studies have reported that putative flash displays are more likely to have 
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evolved in larger species [7,12]. Motivated by these observations, a recent experiment with 

computer-generated prey demonstrated that flash behaviour resulted in a higher survival benefit 

in large prey compared to small prey, in part because smaller prey have high survivorship even 

without a flashing signal, leaving less room for an improvement [13]. Here we address another, 

perhaps more important, condition that may mediate the effectiveness of flash signals, namely 

the distance at which the signallers initiate their escape from an approaching predator.  

 

When faced with an approaching predator, prey have to decide whether, and when, to flee [14]. 

If flashing prey do indeed gain an anti-predator benefit from misleading the predator into 

supposing they are always conspicuous, then the success of this illusion might depend on 

whether the predator has observed the prey in its resting state before disturbance.  Naturally, if 

prey wait until a predator closely approaches, then the predator will have more opportunity to 

detect the prey and directly observe its transition from crypsis to conspicuousness. Under these 

conditions, the effectiveness of the flash display is likely to be significantly reduced.  In this 

study we began by testing whether the distance from a predator at which a flashing prey starts to 

flee (and hence the degree of opportunity of predators to see them in their cryptic state) affects 

the effectiveness of the flash display in reducing subsequent detection.  

 

The distance at which an animal initiates escape from a predator in the wild has been variously 

referred to as a “flight initiation distance” (FID), “escape initiation distance” or “flush distance”.  

FIDs have been widely reported in the literature and found to vary across species within many 

taxonomic groups [15-19] at least in part as a consequence of inter-specific variation in predation 

risk, with species at higher predation risk tending to have longer flight initiation distances [20-

23].  Some consistent covariates with flight initiation distance within and among species have 

therefore been identified (e.g. [24]).  Of particular relevance to this study, body mass explains 

considerable variation in FID among species, especially in birds with larger species having a 

longer mean FID [25].  Although the underlying reasons for this association are unclear, large 

species are potentially more vulnerable in that they may be more detectable from a distance, less 

agile and/or more profitable to pursue [26]. 
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Having experimentally evaluated how the efficacy of flash displays varies with flight initiation 

distance, we next determined whether the presence of hidden conspicuous signals is associated 

with FID in birds through phylogenetic comparative analysis. Birds are an excellent group to 

investigate the relationship between flash displays and the FID because FID has been carefully 

documented in many bird species under standardised conditions [27]. Although flash displays in 

birds have not yet been systematically evaluated, many species have conspicuous patches that are 

only visible when they are flying, which putatively function as a flashing signal. As noted above, 

we predict that species with putative flashing signals would initiate their escape from a greater 

distance than the species without such signals since the illusion is likely to be more effective 

when would-be predators do not see their resting state. 

 

5.3 Methods 

Human predator experiment 

To elucidate the relationship between flight initiation distance (FID) and the efficacy of flash 

displays, a computer experiment was conducted from February to March 2019 (see Electronic 

Supplementary Materials [ESM] for a demonstration video). The experiment involved 30 

volunteers playing a simple computer game that was modified from Loeffler-Henry et al. [11]. 

Participants (largely undergraduates) were recruited as they were entering and leaving Carleton 

University MacOdrum library, Ottawa, Canada. The game was developed in Microsoft Visual 

Basic 6 and displayed on a Toshiba Portégé laptop.  Before the experiment began, we asked the 

volunteers to read scripted instructions explaining how to play the game. The details of our 

hypothesis were not disclosed to our participants. When the participant indicated that they had 

understood the nature of the game and were ready to play, the game started.   

 

Each game comprised 12 trials, with square artificial prey (400  400 twips; 15 twips = 1 pixel) 

presented against the same complex grass background (dimensions 12700 twips height  8170 

twips width).  Each trial had a fleeing stage followed by a settling stage. At the beginning of the 
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fleeing stage, a prey was placed at a random location on the grass background. When participants 

moved the mouse pointer within a specified reactive distance (corresponding to a fight initiation 

distance) of the prey item, the prey item moved to either right or left (whichever side was 

further) in a directed random walk off the screen. This allowed the participants to see the fleeing 

prey for 1-2 seconds on the screen. After the prey item disappeared from sight, participants were 

invited to press a “follow” button which led to a new screen containing a mirror image of the 

previous background, often (but not always, see below) containing the same prey. The 

background was mirrored in this settling stage screen to prevent our volunteers locating the prey 

by contrasting an otherwise identical background image. On following the prey to the new area, 

our volunteers had two options: they could either capture the prey by moving their mouse pointer 

over it and clicking on it or, if they failed to find it and considered the prey were not present on 

the screen, they could press a “give-up looking” button. When participants found the prey or 

pressed the give-up looking button they were then presented with a “next prey” button which led 

them to the next trial (or the game was ended if this was the last prey to be presented).  

 

The first 8 trials were used as the training phase to acclimate the participants to the game, while 

the last 4 trials were used for testing the efficacy of flash displays. The training phase and testing 

phases were essentially the same except that flashing prey (with conspicuous colours when they 

were moving yet cryptic colours when they settled) were presented only in the test phase. During 

the training phase, participants were exposed to eight prey of different colours (all readily 

detectable due to their high contrast against the grass background, see RGB values in Table S1 of 

the ESM) presented in random order.  The colours of the prey were fixed throughout the fleeing 

and settling stage.  The flight initiation distance of the training prey that prompted movement 

was the mouse moving within 500 twips of the centre of the prey (1.25 times of prey lengths and 

~6 % of the background width), allowing all participants an opportunity to see the prey’s resting 

colours before it moved.  Five of the training prey (blue, yellow, cyan, magenta, and green) were 

present both in the fleeing and settling stages. The remaining three training prey (set as blue, 

magenta, and yellow) were only present in the fleeing stage but not in the settling stage, 

ultimately forcing participants to press the “give-up looking” button and move on to the next 

screen. We included these “dud” trials so that volunteers would get used to the possibility that 
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sometimes a given prey item would not be present in the search area, and the volunteer would 

therefore not continue to search the background indefinitely [11]. This mimics the natural 

situation where a predator follows an escaping prey but searches in the wrong area where the 

prey is not present.  

 

After the training phase, the testing phase began in which four treatment prey were presented in 

random order to each participant. These treatment prey followed a 2 x 2 factorial combination of 

“flashers” (cryptic when sedentary but red in motion during the fleeing stage) and “non-flashers” 

(always with cryptic colouration) with short and long flight initiation distances. Each participant 

was presented with all four treatment prey types.  However, each participant only saw each 

treatment once and in a random order (1st - 4th). All treatment prey in the testing phase were 

visible in the settling stage so there were no “duds”. The cryptic colour of prey had the R, G, and 

B values of the mean grass background (R = 73, G = 151, B = 19). In the short flight initiation 

distance treatment, fleeing was initiated when the mouse pointer was within 500 twips of the 

prey (1.25 times of prey length), as in the training phase. Under these conditions it was highly 

likely that the predator would see the prey in its cryptic state before the prey moved. In the long 

flight initiation distance treatment, prey initiated fleeing immediately after any movement of the 

mouse pointer (when prey were within a nominal 50,000 twips of the mouse pointer, which was 

always the case whenever the new screen appeared).  With their hands always on the mouse and 

viewing where they had just clicked to generate a new screen, our volunteer predators under this 

treatment had little opportunity to observe the prey item in its resting state before it fled. 

 

Statistical analysis of experimental data 

All analyses were conducted in R version 4.0.3 [28].  We first fitted a generalised linear mixed 

model to elucidate if and how the presence/absence of flashing signals, the prey’s short/long 

flight initiation distance (both treated as fixed factors), their order of presentation (treated as a 

covariate given the approximate logit linearity and lower Akaike Information Criterion, AIC) 

and volunteer ID (random intercept) explain variation in whether a prey item in the testing phase 

was ultimately attacked or not (binomial response). We included an interaction term between the 

presence of flashing signals and the flight initiation distance in our logistic model because we 
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predicted that the efficacy of flashing signals in reducing predation would depend on flight 

initiation distance. Model fitting was conducted using the ’glmer’ function (assuming binomial 

error structure) of the ‘lme4’ package [29]. The importance of predictors was evaluated by 

comparing models with and without specific terms using log likelihood ratio tests (LRT).  

Following evidence for a significant interaction between the use of hidden signals and the prey’s 

flight initiation distance, the proportions of the four different prey types attacked (2 flash/non 

flash prey types with 2 flight initiation distances) were compared directly. To make such 

multiple unplanned comparisons while controlling for the Type I error rate, Tukey HSD tests 

were conducted using the ‘glht’ function of the ‘multcomp’ package [30]. 

 

To test whether the four treatment prey types differed in their time to attack in the settling stage, 

while allowing for the fact that some prey were not attacked (i.e. they were right censused at the 

time of giving up), we conducted a survival (time to event) analysis.  Specifically, we fitted a 

mixed effect Cox-proportional hazards model using ‘coxme’ package [31].  Using time to attack 

as the response variable (including whether it was censused by giving up) the model structure 

was the same as above with the presence/absence of flash signals, the prey’s flight initiation 

distance and their interaction as the primary factors of interest, the order of presentation as a 

covariate and volunteer ID as a random factor.  

 

Phylogenetic analysis 

Flight initiation distance and body size data acquisition 

The flight initiation distance data for 63 Australian birds were taken from an earlier 

comprehensive review [27]. These data were originally collected by having a human observer 

approach birds according to a standardised protocol (explained briefly below). Given the 

propensity of individual birds to habituate to disturbance [32], the FID data were not collected in 

areas with frequent human traffic. Birds were located with binoculars or the naked eye and 

approached by researchers at a standard speed of one pace per second. The flight initiation 

distance estimate for each species was based on the mean FID from at least 25 separate 

individuals of that species, with initial approach started at a range of distances.  Although the 
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initial distance of approach may explain some variation in FID [27], there were no statistically 

significant differences in population mean starting distances among species so that each species 

mean reflects data gathered at a comparable array of start distances. Bird body mass data was 

obtained from [33]. 

 

Classification of the presence of flash behaviour 

We collected three to five images of each bird species under different viewing angles, obtained 

from Google image searches, restricting ourselves to images from websites in which the birds 

were identified using scientific names, and which appeared authoritative (based on our own 

experience with bird identification). Our most commonly used source was [34] but a full list of 

our sources can be found in our ESM Supplementary Data.  Based on these images, each species 

was classified as to whether it had putative flashing signals. To generate the classification, we 

asked 30 independent assessors (undergraduate student volunteers) to classify each species based 

on the images provided.  These assessors had no prior knowledge either of the birds’ FIDs or of 

the hypothesis being tested. Before beginning their classification, the assessors were presented 

with instruction slides (see ESM Fig. S1) based on a classification of a series of images of non-

Australian birds. We then asked assessors to continue to categorise our Australian bird species as 

having, or not having, novel colours only visible when in flight (i.e. colours that are not present 

in their resting appearance as an indication of flash behaviour). For those bird species believed to 

be sexually dimorphic (nine bird species based on their species descriptions [38]), photos of both 

males and females were separately presented to the assessors. Despite variation in appearance, 

both sexes of the sexually dimorphic species were consistently classified in the same way as to 

whether or not they exhibited hidden signals (five of the nine dimorphic species were classed as 

having hidden signals; minimum agreement for a given ses/species across partcipants was 

73.3%). Since the FID data [27] we had for each bird species was not sex-specific and both sexes 

of sexually dimorphic species were classified in the same way, then these data were retained in 

our analysis.  Assessment took place over Zoom® in 30 separate one-on-one sessions with 

volunteers in October 2020. To minimize and control for any effect that presentation order may 

have on the assessor’s classification, we divided the assessors into three blocks with three 
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separate random presentation orders of the species’ images. Assessors were alternately assigned 

to one of the blocks based on the order in which the trials took place.  

 

Phylogenetical analysis 

We performed phylogenetically controlled analysis using both 1) the maximum clade credibility 

(MCC) tree (tree provided in Fig. S2), and 2) 1000 phylogenetic trees randomly sampled from 

the posterior distribution of a supertree obtained from birdtree.org using the Ericson backbone to 

account for the uncertainties in topology and branch length [36]. To elucidate the relationship 

between the mean adult body mass, the presence of putative flashing signals, and the mean FID 

of birds after controlling for their phylogeny, we fitted phylogenetic generalised linear squares 

(PGLS) models using all trees. In all cases, we set the mean FID of each species as the response 

variable. For explanatory variables, we used the presence/absence of putative flashing signals 

(either a binary or continuous predictor, see below for how we created this variable), the mean 

mass of each species, and the interaction between these two. Both the mean FID and mean mass 

were log-transformed to remove their left-skewness in distributions. We assumed a Brownian 

motion (BM) model of trait evolution [37]. Alternative models of trait evolution (specifically 

Pagel’s λ and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck models [38]), are known to work poorly in small trees (< 200 

species) and failed to estimate exact parameters in some of the trees [39]. Nevertheless, we 

compared the estimated parameters and the results of PGLS among different models (BM, 

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, Pagel’s λ) using subsets of trees and found that the inference did not differ, 

regardless of which models we assumed. 

 

To generate a binary predictor variable as to whether each species possess putative flashing 

signals, we first calculated the proportion of volunteers who agreed on their classifications. 

Based on the consistency of classification, we generated the species classification variable in 

several different ways. First, we used 1) the modal (majority) classificatory response of 

volunteers for all species and then we increasingly restricted our analysis to 2) only those species 

for which more than 70% of volunteers agreed on their classifications, 3) only those species for 

which more than 80% agreed, 4) only those species for which more than 90% agreed and 5) only 
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those species on which all (100%) of our volunteers agreed on their classification. Each of these 

forms of classification retained 61 bird species (we removed the two species that the volunteers’ 

responses were divided into half, to be conservative) of which 21 were classed as species with 

hidden signals, 55 species (of which 17 had hidden signals), 41 species (of which 13 had hidden 

signals), 24 species (of which 8 had hidden signals), and 10 species (5 with hidden signals). We 

performed PGLS on all variables that retained more than 20 species (i.e. all but 100 % level of 

consistency).  We appreciate that the uncertainty of classification may itself have biological 

meaning.  To incorporate this uncertainty directly, we additionally fitted an analogous PGLS 

model, this time using the proportion of volunteers that classified a species as having hidden 

colour patches as a continuous predictor variable of the extent of flash. 

 

To elucidate the strength of evidence for an association between body size and the presence of 

putative flashing signals as demonstrated in other taxa [32] we performed PGLS using log-

transformed mean mass as a response variable and the presence of putative flashing signals as an 

explanatory variable (treated both in binary form, and as a continuous predictor as above).  

 

5.4 Results 

Human computer experiment 

On fitting the generalized linear mixed model, there was evidence for an interaction between the 

prey item’s flight initiation distance that triggered movement and the prey’s colour when mobile 

on whether it was attacked or not (full model with and without interaction, LRT χ1
2 = 5.34, P = 

0.028; see ESM Table S2 for a full separate main effect estimates and their interaction).  When 

comparing the main effects model (i.e. the full model without interaction) with and without a 

given factor then both the reactive distance (LRT χ1
2= 4.79  P = 0.029) and whether it flashed 

(LRT χ1
2= 4.95, P = 0.026) explained significant variation in whether the prey was ultimately 

attacked, as did the order of presentation (LRT χ1
2= 7.35, P = 0.007) with the mean attack rate of 

all prey increasing over time. Collectively, flashers with long flight initiation distance survived at 

about twice the rate as non-flashers in the experiment (figure 5.1). Pairwise comparisons (see 

ESM Table S4 for all comparisons) showed that flashing prey with high flight initiation distance 
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survived at a higher rate than all three alternative prey types (Tukey pairwise multiple 

comparisons, all three Padj < 0.04), but no other pairwise comparison was significant (for the 

three remaining pairwise comparisons Padj > 0.98).   

 

Our survival analysis revealed borderline evidence of an interactive effect of flight initiation 

distance and whether it flashed, on time to attack (full model with and without interaction, LRT 

χ1
2= 3.64, P = 0.056).  When comparing the main effects model with and without a given factor 

then a model including reactive distance did not explain significant variability (LRT χ1
2= 0.81, P 

= 0.369) but whether it flashed did explain significant variability in attack time (LRT χ1
2= 6.51, 

P = 0.01) as did the order of presentation (LRT χ1
2= 8.00, P = 0.005). Once again, prey that 

flashed only appeared to benefit from flashing if their flight initiation distance was long (figure 

5.2). Thus, compared to flashing prey with a long flight initiation distance, flashing prey with a 

short flight initiation distance tended to be more vulnerable (hazard ratio 2.09, 95% CI 0.998-

4.377). Non-flashing prey were even more susceptible to being attacked than the flashing prey 

with long flight initiation distance (short flight initiation distance HR 2.539, 95% CI 1.173- 

5.497; long flight initiation distance HR 3.207, 95% CI 1.511- 6.807). 
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Figure 5.1  The mean proportion of each treatment prey type that survived once it had settled.  

The vertical error bars represent the 95% Wilson binomial confidence intervals for these means. 

FID: flight initiation distance. 
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Figure 5.2 Distribution of the time taken by human volunteers to capture each of the four prey 

types.  Those cases where the volunteer gave up searching were treated as censused at the time of 

giving up.  Flashers with high flight initiation distances tended to survive the longest while non-

flashers with high flight initiation distances tended to survive the shortest period of time. 

 

Phylogenetically controlled analysis 

Here, we present the results that used 1) the modal response of volunteers as a binary flash 

predictor and 2) the proportion of volunteers that classified a species as having putative flashing 

signals as a continuous flash predictor in the main results, since they retained almost all species 

we studied. The results that used other criteria did not differ qualitatively from these results and 

can be found in ESM (Fig. S3, Table S5). Although we iteratively performed PGLS analyses on 

1000 trees, the 95% confidence limits of the estimated parameters and ranges of P-values from 

all trees were very narrow (± 0.01 range in P-values and ± 0.04 range in all coefficients and 

result statistics; Fig. S4). Thus, we only present the results from the MCC tree which are 

essentially the same as the results from 1000 trees. 
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The FID of birds was significantly higher in both larger species and those species that have 

putative flashing signals (Table 5.1, figures. 5.3,5.4). The interaction effect between body size 

and flashing signal presence on FID was non-significant. The results were consistent when we 

used the 70% agreed variable for the presence of hidden colour patches (ESM Table S5). 

However, the effects of putative flashing signal presence became non-significant when we used 

both 80% and 90% agreed binary variables (ESM Table S5, Fig. S3, likely due to a reduction in 

statistical power or because the effect is driven by species with particularly ambiguous flash 

signals. The presence of putative flashing signals was also associated with larger size 

(coefficients = 0.25, t = 2.18, P-value = 0.05). 

 

Figure 5.3 A scatterplot and density plots depicting the relationship between mean body mass, 

mean flight initiation distance (FID), and the presence of putative flashing signals in birds. We 

used the modal response of volunteers when classifying each species as having putative flashing 

signals or not (N = 61 species) for plotting. The trend lines represent the predictions from the 

PGLS models using the maximum clade credibility tree. 
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Figure 5.4 Mean body mass, mean flight initiation distance (FID) [both logged] and the presence 

of putative flashing signals of each species and their phylogenetic positions on the maximum 

clade credibility tree. 
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Table 5.1 Results of PGLS models (assuming a Brownian motion model of trait evolution) 

predicting the flight initiation distance of birds using the maximum clade credibility tree.  

 

 

 

5.5 Discussion 

Our human experiment showed that the survival benefit of flash behaviour in artificial prey was 

dependent on the prey having a relatively long flight initiation distance. Our complementary 

phylogenetic analysis was consistent with this inference, indicating that birds that have putative 

flashing signals tend to have a relatively longer flight initiation distance than those with no such 

signals, even after controlling for their body size. Collectively, our results demonstrate the 

importance of being undetected before fleeing in flashing prey and how this has shaped the 

evolutionary relationship between the employment of hidden signals and fleeing behaviour in 

birds. 
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Our finding that the anti-predation benefit of flash behaviour is dependent on flight initiation 

distance provides additional mechanistic support for the hypothesis that flash behaviour serves as 

a decoy to deceive predators into assuming that the flasher is no longer present. In our human 

experiment, prey with longer flight initiation distances were unlikely to have been seen prior to 

their movement. For non-flashing prey that had cryptic colours throughout, the flight initiation 

distance appears to have been relatively inconsequential for its subsequent survivorship, because 

those prey were seen to be cryptic when in motion, so the searcher knew what to expect.  By 

contrast, for those prey whose colour at rest differed from when in motion, not witnessing the 

prey item’s original resting colour likely led participants to believe that the prey’s “flash colour” 

was also its colour at rest.  When the prey returned to its resting state, participants not seeing the 

colour they had previously associated with the prey likely assumed it was not present and gave 

up searching.  

 

Although flashing and non-flashing prey with short flight initiation distances did not show 

significant survivorship differences in our game, in nature there may be some costs associated 

with flash displays which may favour non-flashing in these cases. Such costs might include 

possible metabolic costs involved in the generation of high contrast colours [40]  and/or the 

potential for increased conspicuousness to predators by an incidental revealing of flash colours 

while at rest. Thus, flash displays may be selected against in species where their decoy function 

is rendered ineffective by a low FID. 

 

It has previously been speculated that flash behavior may function to simultaneously mislead 

predators as to the prey’s actual resting appearance, and function as a startle signal [3,4]. Our 

findings call this supposition into question. Startle signals deter predation by inducing a reflexive 

fear response that causes the predator to hesitate or flee, buying time for the prey to escape [9]. 

For a startle signal to induce such a response, the predator must perceive an imminent threat. If 

the startle signal is relatively far away, the perception of threat may be significantly reduced 

because real threats inherently become less dangerous with increasing distance. Given our 

finding that putative flash signals tend to be deployed when the predator is far away, it appears 

unlikely that the putative flash colours also serve as a startle.   
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There are a variety of plausible alternate anti-predation mechanisms that may cause birds to 

evolve contrasting hidden signals [10,41,42]. Brooke [43] found that species of wader with flash 

marks are more likely to flock and proposed three inter-related predation-based explanations for 

the association namely: (a) it has evolved as a signal to conspecifics to flee (b) it generates a 

confusion effect in grouped prey (c) it serves to co-ordinate flight. Intriguingly, Mayer et al. [44] 

found groups of certain species of waterbird tend to have longer flight initiation distances than 

solitary conspecifics and proposed that this relationship is caused by groups of birds being more 

able to detect an approaching threat. The FID data we analyzed [27] was based on individual 

focal birds and we did not include group size or flocking tendency as a predictor in our 

phylogenetic model.  Given the above, it is possible that flocking tendency may have co-evolved 

with flash signals to increase FID, but whether the decoy effect works at group level remains to 

be determined.  

 

An additional plausible explanation for hidden signals is  that the flashing colours of some birds 

function to reduce the likelihood of the signaller being captured during its pursuit [10,42].  In 

these cases, whether a bird is seen to have a different appearance at rest and in flight would be 

unimportant. While the association we observed between FID and flash displays can be readily 

directly explained on the basis of deception (see above), it remains possible that bird species that 

experience higher predation pressure face elevated selection for both hidden contrasting signals 

and relatively long FID independently. In some cases the hidden contrasting colors that we 

considered putative flash signals, may in fact operate as pursuit deterrent signals. Indeed, there is 

evidence that pursuit deterrent signals have coevolved with flight initiation distance some species 

of lizard [45-47]. Intriguingly, our phylogenetic analysis also revealed that larger species of bird 

are more likely to have hidden signals, just as larger species of insect are also more likely have 

hidden signals [7,12,48]. This likely reflects higher selective pressure to evolve a secondary 

defence on large species because of higher conspicuousness, and/or higher caloric profitability. 

However, there is evidence that flash behaviour may be more effective at deterring predation in 

large prey because smaller species are already hard to detect, thus selection to evolve a back-up 

defence is weaker in these species [13].   
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Other explanations for flash displays can be ruled out. In particular, while males and females of a 

given bird species sometimes differed in appearance in our data, they were consistently classified 

in the same way with respect to flash coloration. This indicates that sexual selection is not the 

basis of selection for hidden colour signals in birds. Indeed, it has similarly been noted that not a 

single instance of sexual variation in the presence of hidden signals was reported out of a sample 

of over 600 species of insects, spanning six clades [11,12]. Likewise, thermal regulatory factors 

also influence the evolution of animal colouration [49].  However, patches of colour only visible 

while in flight likely have a negligible effect on thermoregulation. Therefore, we consider it is 

unlikely that selection for thermally favourable coloration has confounded our results.  

 

To our knowledge this is the first study to compare the flight initiation distances of species that 

display contrasting signals when fleeing (i.e. flashing) and those that do not. However, one 

potential limitation of the data used in our phylogenetic analysis is that the categorisation of 

birds as having or not having hidden contrasting colours was carried out in the human visual 

range, and not the visual range of ecologically relevant predators. The birds in this study are all 

native to Australia, which is largely devoid of native mammalian predators. Therefore, the 

dominant selective pressure likely to have shaped the evolution of anti-predation traits in our 

study species is predation by other birds, which may be better able than mammals to pursue 

escaping avian prey.  Birds are known to perceive all colours within the human visual range as 

well as colours in the UV region (300 – 400 nm wavelength region that humans cannot perceive) 

[50], but recent studies suggest that birds and humans do not differ substantially in 

discriminating colour differences [51-52]. Therefore, all of the birds that we classified as 

contrasting (in visible range) would have contrasted to their avian predators as well. Some of the 

birds that we classified as non-contrasting may display some degree of contrast to avian 

predators especially when UV is associated. Given that flash coloration may function by drawing 

attention to the signaller, it seems unlikely that selection would favour UV-only signals for flash 

behaviour. 

 

Flight initiation distances are important metrics of perceived risk and have long been 

documented by conservation biologists and ecologists. Our classification of birds was based on 
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whether they reveal hidden colours when fleeing and we did not attempt to quantify their extent 

of crypsis at rest, which is background specific and varies with light conditions.  It is currently 

unclear whether more conspicuous birds tend to compensate for their higher conspicuousness by 

fleeing at a greater distance.  One study to address this question found no evidence that the flight 

initiation distances of birds was associated with their vividness of colour at rest [53]. However, 

Møller et al. [54] recently found that the mean FIDs of 12 bird species assessed to be “with 

camouflage” was significantly shorter than their matched 12 sister taxa without camouflage. Our 

finding of an association between flight initiation distance and exposure of hidden signals while 

fleeing would not be evident in the above analyses that are based simply on the extent of crypsis 

in resting plumage alone. 

 

Our study highlights a co-evolutionary relationship between plumage colouration and flight 

initiation distance in birds and provides evidence for a plausible underlying mechanism. Many 

other taxonomic groups exhibit flash behaviour, including insects and mammals, and given the 

simplicity of the explanation it would be of interest to determine whether they show the same 

relationship.  For example, Butler recorded the flight initiation distances of nine species of 

grasshopper [15].  While there are too few species for meaningful statistical comparisons, it is 

notable that all of the species with hidden contrasting colours (only visible in flight) had longer 

median FIDs than those without (ESM Fig. S5). Artiodactylas are another promising group to 

evaluate since many species display colours that are only visible when they flee, although the 

range of different ways of measuring FID makes cross-species comparisons challenging at this 

time [19].   
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Chapter 6 Discussion 

 

6.1.1 Thesis contributions and conclusions 

 

Through the convergence of multiple independent lines of evidence, I believe that this thesis has 

advanced our current understanding of the evolutionary ecology of hidden signals. One of the 

primary aims of this work was to elucidate the adaptive significance of flash displays, a 

phenomenon that had previously not received controlled experimental investigation. Using a 

human computer experiment, I established a “proof of concept” that flash displays can yield a 

fitness benefit (Chapter 2). Furthermore, by demonstrating that the anti-predation benefit of flash 

displays is related to the predator’s ignorance of the prey’s static color, I have shed light on a 

novel mechanism that may explain how flash displays prevent attacks (Chapter 5).  

 

The phylogenetic analyses in Chapters 3 and 5 support the findings of our human experiments. 

Since large insects are likely to be at higher predation risk than small insects (Remmel & 

Tammaru 2009), our finding that body size is positively correlated with the evolution of hidden 

signals suggests that such traits do serve to prevent predation (Chapter 3). Likewise, our finding 

that birds with putative flash signals flee at a greater distance than those without, supports our 

findings from the human experiment. The consistency between the findings suggest that the 

human computer model system developed in this thesis is useful and effective at predicting the 

conditions under which selection will favor flash displays.  

 

The finding that eye spots can be effective at deterring an insect predator suggests that selection 

from insects may have contributed to the evolution of deimatic displays (Chapter 4). This is 

because many deimatic displays feature eye-like markings. Moreover, our finding that body size 

influences the efficacy of eyespots in dissuading an insect predator is evidence that selection 

generated by insect predators likely contributed to the trend documented in Chapter 3. This also 

suggests that the mechanism through which deimatic displays deter predation is by inducing a 

sense of threat and the predator, which may be perceived as more serious coming from a larger 

organism. 
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 Collectively the findings of this thesis provide compelling evidence that hidden signals can and 

do provide unique antipredation benefits via multiple mechanisms. Remaining questions about 

the evolutionary ecology of hidden signals include: 1. In chemically defended organisms with 

hidden signals, how do hidden signals-specific antipredation mechanisms interact with 

aposematism to reduce predation? 2. To what extent has selection from insect predators 

influenced the evolution of hidden signals? and 3. In addition to relatively long flight initiation 

distance, what other adaptations may enhance the effectiveness of flash displays? 

 

6.1.2 Remarks on the role of natural verses sexual selection in the evolution of hidden 

signals 

 

Work in this thesis revealed a number of insights on the relative importance of sexual and natural 

selection in shaping hidden signals. Unlike sexual selection that can act on any trait regardless of 

its function or lack thereof, natural selection will only favor traits that have pragmatic utility 

(Andersson 1994).  Therefore, it was first necessary to establish if hidden signals could generate 

a fitness benefit from natural selection alone. As stated above, Chapters 2 and 4 demonstrated 

that hidden signals can provide an anti-predation benefit. Having established that natural 

selection could act on hidden signals, the next step was to examine the possible role sexual 

selection may have played in shaping hidden signals. This was accomplished by testing for 

evidence of sexual dimorphism across numerous species, spanning a broad taxonomic breath. 

Although sexual dimorphism in not a necessary characteristic of sexually selected traits, one 

would expect that if sexual selection had shaped a trait there would be significant occurrence of 

sexual dimorphism within a large sample of species (Andersson 1994). Remarkably, within a 

sample of 458 insects in 5 clades and 63 birds there was not a single observed instance of sexual 

dimorphism with respect to the presence/absence of hidden signals.  

 

Additionally, while there are a number of possible explanations for why selection from predators 

would preferentially favor hidden signals in large insects and birds, I am not aware of any reason 

why sexual selection would do so. Moreover, if the role of mate attraction signals is to increase 

conspicuousness in order to increase the probability of being seen by potential mates, one might 

expect selection of such signals to be stronger in small species that are inherently less 
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conspicuous (Endler 1984). Likewise, I am not aware of a plausible explanation for why 

transiently visible mate attraction signals would co-evolve with relatively long FID in birds. 

Furthermore, many hindwing hidden signals in insects have eyespots that appear to be analogous 

to the eyespots seen in lepidoptera larvae. Given that these markings occur in both mature and 

non-reproductive ontogenetic stages and that we found them to be effective at preventing 

predation, natural selection appears to be the only plausible explanation for their evolution. 

 

While it cannot be ruled out that sexual selection may have caused or contributed to the 

evolution of some hidden signals, the findings in this thesis provide robust evidence that natural 

selection is the primary driver of hidden signal evolution. 

 

6.1.3 Classification of hidden signals 

 

This thesis has illuminated valuable insights related to the classification of hidden signals. First 

and foremost, we found that flash displays only provide a clear anti-predation benefit if they are 

deployed while the predator is relatively far away. This indicates that contrary to previous 

supposition, the decoy function of flash displays and any possible intimidation or startle 

functions are likely mutually exclusive (Cott 1940, Edmunds 1974).  Conversely, it is not 

implausible that some hidden signals that function to intimidate predators may be deployed when 

predators are relatively close and in synchrony with movement. Based on the previous behavioral 

differentiation between flash displays and deimatic displays, a defense of that nature would be 

considered a flash display. However, the mechanism via which such a display would prevent 

predation would be far more analogous to that of a stationary deimatic display than the decoy 

function of flash displays. Therefore, there may be some benefit in devising a classification 

scheme for hidden signals that not only takes into account behavioral aspects of how they are 

deployed but also the mechanism of how they prevent attacks. 

 

Additionally, some diagnostic criteria between flash displays and dynamic color change were put 

forward. In order for the decoy effect of flash displays to function, the predator had to first be 

subjected to a training phase, where the expectation was built that prey would maintain 

consistent coloration both at rest and in motion. The dynamic color change effect however 
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appears to require no such prior experience, suggesting that this illusion is visual rather than 

cognitive in nature (Murali 2018). Experiment 2 of Chapter 2 demonstrated that alternating 

colors while in motion in no way prohibits the decoy effect of flash displays. While it has not 

been directly tested, it stands to reason that returning to a cryptic state at the cessation of 

movement would similarly have no effect on the benefits of dynamic color change while in 

motion. Therefore, dynamic color change and the flash display decoy effect are likely 

complementary adaptations that can “cover each other’s blind spots” with dynamic color change 

providing protection while in motion and the decoy effect inhibiting attacks after settlement. 

Intriguingly, selection may have favored both strategies in a number of organisms notably 

heliconius and nymphalid butterflies (personal observation). 

 

Much as the classification of consistently visible antipredation signals is being continuously 

refined, there is likely significant room for improvement in how we differentiate between the 

various forms of hidden signals (Vane-Wright 1980, Jamie 2017, Loffler-Henry & Sherratt 

2021). The establishment of a consistent classification scheme for hidden signals would may be 

very useful in elucidating ecological relationships particular to different forms of hidden signal. 

 

6.1.4 The role of non-avian predators in selecting for hidden signals 

 

While avian predators are known to exert significant selective pressure on many hidden signal 

utilizing taxa, they are by no means the only ecologically relevant predators (Kang et al. 2017, 

Sargent 1978, Umbers et al. 2017). Specifically, insect predators are known to impose 

comparable, and in some environments, greater predation pressure on anti-predation signals 

using insect prey (Roslin et al. 2017). Our finding that eyespots on caterpillars can prevent 

attacks from an insect predator, together with the findings of Prudic et al, (2015) suggest that 

insects can impose selection for startle signals. While consistently visible eyespots are somewhat 

different from hidden signals, I argue that they likely deter predation through an analogous 

mechanism to many deimatic displays. This is because like deimatic displays eyespots function 

to make a relatively un-defended organism appear more intimidating either through resemblance 

to a threatening organism or by making the organism appear larger and more conspicuous 

(Hossie & Sherratt 2013, Stevens et al. 2008). The fact that many hindwing hidden signals in 
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insects actually feature eye-like markings supports this assertion. One key difference is that 

eyespots on caterpillars are often consistently visible whereas eyespot on deimatic displays are 

exposed transiently. While there is evidence that the sudden exposure of a previously hidden 

conspicuous or threatening stimuli may enhance its effect, it is difficult to envision a scenario 

under which consistent visibility of such markings would provide unique benefits. Therefore, I 

believe it is reasonable to assume that if eyespots on caterpillars can prevent attacks from an 

insect predator, similar markings on the hindwing deimatic displays of adult insects can do so as 

well. 

 

The extent to which various insect and other non-avian predatory taxa are deterred by hidden 

signals remains unknown. However, our findings highlight the possibility that hidden signals 

may be effective at intimidating a range of arthropod predators.  

 

6.1.5 The role of body size in the evolution of antipredation adaptation 

 

In recent years body size has been demonstrated to be an important factor influencing the 

evolution of anti-predation signals in insects(Kang et al. 2017, Hossie et al. 2015, Penney et al. 

2012). The findings of Chapter 3 and 5 have significantly contributed to this literature, providing 

the most taxonomically widespread support for the association between body size and evolution 

of anti-predation signals to date. The cause of this association remains somewhat ambiguous.  

 

There is ample evidence that the mechanisms of many antipredation signals are more effective at 

deterring predation in large organisms. Large insects are also known to experience elevated 

predation risk (Remmel & Tammaru 2009, Mänd et al. 2007). This suggests that they may face 

elevated selective pressure for secondary defenses. In support of the mechanistic explanation for 

the body size/antipredation signal association, a number of previous studies have demonstrated 

that avian predators select for anti-predation signals in large insects (Kang et al. 2017, Hossie et 

al. 2015). The findings of Chapter 4 indicate that this selective pattern extends to some insect 

predators as well. Likewise, Bae et al. (2019) found using a modified version of the computer 

game used in Chapter 2, that the decoy mechanism of flash displays is more effective in large 

prey. This appears to be the result of small prey being so difficult to find that they simply 
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experience such high survival that there is little room to improve from any benefit of flash 

displays (Bae et al.2019). 

 

 In support of the selective pressure-based explanation for the body size/antipredation signal 

association, a recent phylogenetic study in mammals found no evidence of a body size/hidden 

signal association (Caro et al. 2020). Unlike insects, relatively large body size likely does not 

render mammals more vulnerable to predation. However, the mechanistic benefits afforded to 

hidden signals from large body size may still apply. Therefore, the body size/hidden signal 

association observed in some groups is likely the result of some interaction between the 

relatively elevated selective pressure and increased efficacy of these defenses in large species. 

 

6.2 Ongoing and future work 

 

6.2.1 Hidden signals and aposematism 

 

A major aspect of the evolutionary ecology of hidden signals that has not been explored in this 

thesis is how the anti-predation benefits specific to hidden signals interact with the anti-predation 

mechanisms typically associated with consistently visible anti-predation signals e.g. 

aposematism, Mullerian mimicry etc. It is expected that the early evolutionary stages of 

aposematism may involve some fitness costs which inhibit its adoption. This is because predators 

will not have had the opportunity to learn and educate their young about the dangers of novel 

conspicuous phenotypes (Fisher 1930). A number of explanations including kin selection and the 

use of heterogeneous visual environments have been proposed to explain how novel conspicuous 

phenotypes could gain a foothold (Fisher 1930, Speed & Ruxton 2005). However, one possible 

explanation that to my knowledge has not been widely discussed is that hidden signals may 

function as an evolutionary stepping-stone between crypsis and conspicuousness. It is plausible 

that the hidden signal-specific anti-predation benefits documented in this thesis may mitigate the 

costs of novel conspicuous phenotypes. This may allow aposematic individuals to reach a critical 

mass within the population, creating the necessary conditions for widespread predator education. 
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In order to test this hypothesis, I have collected data on the presence/ absence of both 

consistently and transiently visible conspicuous signals in 1080 amphibian species. Preliminary 

phylogenetic analyses do suggest that hidden signals are indeed an intermediary step in the 

evolution of consistently visible aposematism. 

 

6.2.2 How insect predators contribute to the evolution of anti-predation signals globally  

 

Another question that remains open-ended is how important selection from insect predators is in 

shaping anti-predation signals in other insects. A recent global predation experiment found that 

the relative predation pressure exerted on caterpillars by insect predators is not homogeneous 

across latitudes, with attack rates increasing with proximity to the equator (Roslin et al. 2017). 

 

In order to test if disparate levels of selection from insects has shaped latitudinal patterns in the 

evolution of antipredation signals, it must first be established whether insects select for hidden 

signals in any unique ways. One possibility is that insect predators impose unique patterns of 

selection on the basis of prey body size. While both birds and insects select for eyespots in 

relatively large caterpillars, this pattern is likely relative to the size of the predator. Because 

insects are generally smaller than birds, they may select for eyespots in relatively small 

caterpillars. To test this, wild caught yellow jacket wasps will be subjected to a series of binary 

choice experiments involving caterpillars of varying sizes that have been manipulated have, or 

not have eyespots. This experiment will be analogous to what the work done by Hossie et al. 

2014 in evaluating the effect of caterpillar eyespots on avian predators. The aim of this 

experiment will be to obtain some insight as to the size threshold (if any) at which eyespots 

become effective at deterring insect predators. 

 

Following this, a phylogenetic analysis will be performed to determine if small caterpillar 

species in equatorial latitudes are disproportionately more likely to have eyespots than those in 

more northern areas. This work will build on the findings of Hossie et al. 2014, who found that 

when geography is not taken into account the evolution of eyespots is associated with large body 

size in caterpillars. 
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6.2.3 Flash display mimicry 

 

The mechanism that leads to the anti-predation benefit of flash displays is likely dependent on 

the predator’s ignorance of the preys resting color. If predators are repeatedly exposed to flash 

displays that have a distinctive appearance, they are likely to learn that the flash display’s 

appearance is followed by the need to search for the preys resting appearance. A flash display 

that is not only conspicuous, but also resembles another organism that the predator has been 

exposed to, may reduce the likelihood that the predator will learn to associate the flash display 

with the resting appearance of the prey. A mimetic flash display may function to increase 

predator confusion provided that the predator has learned that the model will be absent if it 

appears to be absent. There are a number of putative examples of mimetic flash displays in 

nature including the Carolina locust (Dissosteira carolina) and the morning cloak (Nymphalis 

antiopa), the alfafa butterfly (Colias eurytheme) and the shorthorn grasshopper (Arphia 

conspersa), the midas blenny (Ecsenius midas) and the lyertailed anthid (Pseudanthias 

squamipinnis), and the mimic octopus (Thaumoctopus mimicus) and peacock flounder (Bothus 

mancus). 

 

 

Figure 6.1, A putative example of the flash display mimicry, D. carolina left, N. antiopa right. 

 

In order to test this hypothesis, we will once again use a modified version of the human computer 

game used in Chapter 2. Unlike previous iterations of the game the training phase will be absent.  

Instead, participants will experience four treatments (1. Consistently conspicuous, 2. 
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Conspicuous flash display the same color as treatment 1, 3. Conspicuous flash display a different 

color than treatment 1, 4. Consistently cryptic,) in repeating blocks. I predict that the anti-

predation benefit of flash displays will be enhanced by mimicry. 

 

6.3 Conclusion 

 

As a result of the research I have done through the duration of my doctoral studies I have reached 

a few fundamental conclusions. These are as follows. Hidden signals are a taxonomically-

widespread and ecologically important adaptation whose evolution is driven by predation. 

Moreover, hidden signals may prevent predation via multiple mechanisms. Hidden signals 

should be classified on the basis of the mechanism(s) that has led to them being selected for, 

which might involve an increase in the number of terms used to describe it.  A diverse array of 

predators likely select for hidden signals and future research in this area should take into account 

whole predator guilds rather than just one model predator. Body size likely has some degree of 

influence on the evolution of hidden signals across most taxonomic groups and therefore should 

be taken into account when testing for any ecological or evolutionary relationships involving 

hidden signals. More research is required to further increase understanding of this previously 

neglected aspect an antipredation adaptation. 
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Supplementary materials for the paper 

Flash behavior increases prey survival 

Karl Loeffler-Henry, Changku Kang, Yolanda Yip, Tim Caro, Thomas N. Sherratt 
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Supplementary table S1. Analysis of deviance table for the results of Experiment 1. * P < 0.05, ** 

P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001. The estimates of the lowest AIC model (i.e. the final model after backward 

model selection) are presented. If an explanatory variable was removed during the model selection 

procedure, we present the estimate values when the term was deleted. The removed terms are 

marked with (R). Likelihood ratio tests on the lowest AIC model with and without random effect 

(participants ID) showed that responses to the treatments varied between the participants for attack 

and detection but not for giving up time.  

Response 

variables 
Explanatory variables Estimate D.f. χ2 P (>|χ2|) 

Whether 

the prey 

was 

attacked or 

not 

Intercept 0.37 1   

Treatment 17.22 1 10.55 0.001** 

Background -3.75 1 6.78 0.009** 

Order 9.67 1 25.42 <0.001*** 

Treatment * Background 4.57 1 25.63 <0.001*** 

Treatment * Order -7.58 1 5.09 0.02* 

Number of duds -2.54 1 9.36 0.002** 

Detection 

time 

Intercept 1.80 1   

Treatment (R) -0.05 1 0.81 0.37 

Background 0.14 1 5.88 0.02* 

Order (R) 0.06 1 0.25 0.62 

Treatment * Background (R) 0.03 1 0.27 0.60 

Treatment * Order (R) 0.09 1 0.54 0.46 

Number of duds (R) -0.001 1 0.001 0.97 

Giving up 

time 

Intercept 2.67 1   

Treatment 0.19 1 9.92 0.002** 

Background 0.28 1 13.15 <0.001*** 

Order -0.26 1 4.76 0.03* 

Treatment * Background (R) 0.06 1 0.88 0.35 

Treatment * Order (R) -0.09 1 0.30 0.58 

Number of duds -0.17 1 13.95 <0.001*** 
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Supplementary Table S2. Analysis of deviance table for the results of Experiment 2. * P < 0.05, 

** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001. The estimates of the lowest AIC model (i.e. the final model after 

backward model selection) are presented. If an explanatory variable was removed during the model 

selection procedure, we present the estimate values when the term was deleted. The removed terms 

are marked with (R). Likelihood ratio tests on the model with and without random effect 

(participants ID) showed that responses to the treatments varied between the participants for all 

response variables. 

Response 

variables 
Explanatory variables Estimate D.f. χ2 P (>|χ2|) 

Whether 

the prey 

was 

attacked or 

not 

Intercept 0.81 1   

Treatment 1.06 1 13.44 <0.001*** 

Background (R) -0.41 1 1.69 0.19 

Order 1.10 1 5.38 0.02* 

Treatment * Background (R) -0.22 1 0.99 0.32 

Treatment * Order (R) -0.90 1 1.74 0.19 

Number of duds -0.30 1 1.83 0.18 

Detection 

time 

Intercept 1.75 1   

Treatment (R) -0.00 1 0.00 0.93 

Background (R) 0.07 1 1.50 0.22 

Order (R) -0.09 1 0.91 0.34 

Treatment * Background (R) -0.08 1 3.09 0.08 

Treatment * Order (R) 0.16 1 2.02 0.16 

Number of duds (R) -0.02 1 0.29 0.59 

Giving up 

time 

Intercept -0.19 1   

Treatment (R) 0.07 1 1.18 0.28 

Background (R) -0.04 1 0.20 0.65 

Order (R) -0.01 1 0.01 0.92 

Treatment * Background (R) -0.03 1 0.20 0.66 

Treatment * Order (R) -0.35 1 3.12 0.08 

Number of duds -0.19 1 9.39 0.002** 
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Supplementary Table S3. Analysis of deviance table for the comparison between CF and IF prey. 

* P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001. The estimates of the lowest AIC model (i.e. the final model 

after backward model selection) are presented. If an explanatory variable was removed during the 

model selection procedure, we present the estimate values when the term was deleted. The 

removed terms are marked with (R). 

Response 

variables 
Explanatory variables Estimate D.f. χ2 P (>|χ2|) 

Whether the 

prey was 

attacked or 

not 

Intercept -1.07 1   

Treatment -0.25 1 3.27 0.07 

Background -0.32 1 7.08 0.007** 

Treatment * Background -0.25 1 2.19 0.13 

Order 1.01 1 17.41 <0.001*** 

Number of duds -0.26 1 8.02 0.005** 

Detection 

time 

Intercept 2.18 1   

Treatment 0.04 1 0.50 0.48 

Background 0.11 1 3.61 0.06 

Treatment * Background -0.02 1 0.08 0.78 

Order -0.14 1 1.25 0.26 

Number of duds -0.09 1 5.84 0.02* 

Giving up 

time 

Intercept 2.35 1   

Treatment 0.05 1 1.81 0.18 

Background 0.12 1 2.25 0.13 

Treatment * Background -0.03 1 3.11 0.08 

Order (R) 0.03 1 0.07 0.79 

Number of duds -0.22 1 35.10 <0.001*** 
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Appendix b 

Supplemental Figure for Chapter 3 

 

Coloration classification and body lengths of insect species used in this study placed in the 

context of a phylogeny. The trees show their phylogenetic relationships, while the barplot depicts 

the length (or wingspan) of each species. The colors of bars refer to the presence of hidden 

contrasting color signals in each species. 
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Appendix C Supplementary Material for chapter 5 

 

The anti-predation benefit of flash displays is related to the 

distance at which the prey initiates its escape 
 

Karl Loeffler-Henry, Changku Kang & Thomas N. Sherratt 
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Table S1. RGB values of the prey used in the training and test flashing game. The cryptic green 

colour had the mean background R, G, B values.  

Colour R G B 

Blue 0 0 255 

Green 0 255 0 

Cyan 0 255 255 

Red 255 0 0 

Magenta 255 0 255 

Yellow 255 255 0 

Cryptic green 73 151 19 
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Figure S1. Instructions presented to the human volunteers prior to categorization of birds as 

“contrasting” and “non- contrasting”. 
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Figure S2. The maximum clade credibility tree of all analysed bird species.  
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Figure S3. Scatterplots and density plots depicting the relationship between body mass, flight 

initiation distance (FID), and the presence of putative flashing signals in birds. To decide 

whether each species possess hidden colour patch, we created and used several binary variables: 

(a) more than 70% of volunteers agreed on their classification (n = 55 species), (b) more than 

80% agreed (n = 41), (c) more than 90% agreed (n = 24). The trend lines represent the 

predictions from the PGLS models using the maximum clade credibility tree. 
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Table S2. Results of PGLS models (assuming a Brownian motion model of trait evolution) 

predicting the flight initiation distances of birds using the maximum clade credibility tree.  

 

The way that the presence 

of flashing signal was 

inferred 

Predictor Coefficient t P-value 

More than 70% volunteers 

agreed on their 

classifications (n = 55 

species) 

Flashing signal presence 0.14 2.91 0.007 

Log (mass) 0.21 4.95 <0.001 

Interaction 0.01 0.32 0.55 

More than 80% volunteers 

agreed on their 

classifications (n = 41 

species) 

Flashing signal presence 0.10 1.66 0.11 

Log (mass) 0.22 4.51 <0.002 

Interaction 0 -0.14 0.83 

More than 90% volunteers 

agreed on their 

classifications 

(n = 24 species) 

Flashing signal presence 0.04 0.41 0.69 

Log (mass) 0.26 3.65 0.002 

Interaction 0.01 0.25 0.79 
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Table S3. Results of PGLS models (assuming a Brownian motion model of trait evolution) 

revealing the slope of the relationship between log body mass and the presence of hidden colour 

patches.  

 

The way that the 

presence of flashing 

signal was inferred 

Coefficient t P-value 

70% agreed 0.35 2.46 0.02 

80% agreed 0.56 3.04 0.006 

90% agreed 0.64 3.07 0.008 

Proportion 0.93 2.85 0.01 
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Figure S4. The median flight initiation distances (cm) of orthoptera species with and without 

hidden contrasting hindwing flashing signals (as classified by KLH on the basis of the average 

contrast between the hindwing and forewing in the visible spectrum, measured using ImageJ). 

The flight initiation data were extracted from Figure 2 in Butler (2013) Behaviour 150, 1531–

1552 [ref 15 in the main text]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


